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PADUCAH, IC'Y‘ FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 27, 1906.Register, Eat May, ISO.
Standard, Est. April, 11114.
4DD FELLOWSHIP REIGNED
SUPREME HERE YESTERDAY
.P.-.;nt 2,000 Vrsitors Partletatel in One o! the 'West
Successful Gatherings Ever Conducted By the
Interstate Association--.-Paducah
Man Chosen President.
The city was yesterday turned
over to the Interstate Odd Fellows
association that was present about
3,000 strong, and all thoroughly en-
joyed the day that will go down in
h:story as one of tkie most enter-
taining and succeksful gatherings
-ever conducted by this body which
is composed of the subordinate
lodges of this order, within a radiva
ot too miles of Paducah. It was in
•deed a representative crowd that
came to participate in the celebra-
tion that commemorates the birth of
Odd Fellowship which blossomed
forth April th during the first of
the last century, and has ever since
flourished as one or the leading and
anost influential secret orders.
The city turned ont to greet and
entertain the visitors' who were loud
".ir their praises of the enjoyment de-
°rived, and expressed themselves as
thoroughly satisfied with the cor-
dial wekome given them, and the
excellegnt manner in which they were
looked after.
The Dick Fowler brought many
hundreds up from Mound City, Me-
tropolis and other points, while they
also came up the Ohio river by tire
Cowling—Down by Hopkins and
Royal. The Illinois Central railroad
ran a special train here from Cairo,
while hundreds were brought in by
the regular trains from different
Opointa.
TRc streets were congested with
the large throngs all day and late
wail last evening. The first feature
of the occasion was the big parade
'yesterday afternoon, when over r,000
were in line. The procession was•
headed by several hundred Daugh-
ters of Rebekah of this city an.I
other places, and they presented 2
striking picture, each carrying a
banner emblematic of the order,
while their grand marshal was Mrs.
0. T.NDavis, one of the most popu-
lar and prominent members of the
local organization. Along in the line
of march were several bands, the fire
department, many city officials and
an unusually large number of Odd
fellows, the latter on foot. The pro-
cession went down Broadway to
Third, up Third to Washington,
where the latter turned on Washing-
ton to Fourth and then back down
o ttae Red Men's hall on • North
ourth near Broadway. The others
proceeded up Third to Jackson, out
:Jackson to Fifth, down. Fifth. in
Madison, out Madison to Ninth, in
Ninth to Broadway, and then down
Fifth to Madison, out Madison ta
Ninth, in Ninth to Broadway, and
then down the latter thoroughfare
to Fifth where the parade disbanded
-knd entered The kentucky.
The playhouse was packed and
jammed with brethren and visitors,
rsahile .the meeting was presided over
by !tr. Peter Becbenback, one of
the states best known Odd Fellows
or Kentucky. It had been intended
that •Mayor Wiser deliver the ad•
dress of welcome, but the city's
chief executive has just gotten up
from a spell of illness, and was not
abk to make the speech, therefore
fudge R. T. Lightfoot was chosen
to officiate in this ...capacity an;
made an excellent talk, greeting the
btethren and their friends here. On
.1k-alf of the outsiders, a response
Ito the welcoming talk was delivered
by Mr. A. J. Gibbons of Chosen
Friendship lodge No. 86 of Metro-
polis. The closing addresb wall 'then
made by Mr. W. A. Spence, of
Hurricane lodge No. 617 of New
Colambia, Ill. It had been pro-
gramnfed that Rev. Peter Fields of
the Third street Mlethodist church
•wott10 speak also, but illness pre-
44ented his attendance.
After the opera house addresses,
the band contest was held on the
stand erecteL. In the schoeihotme
yao! at Fifth and Kentucky avenue,
And about i,000 people heard the
fine music rendered. Only two
}Ands entered the competition, one
from Mound City, Ill., and the other
from Metropolis. Three pieces were
Ajayed by each, and the prize of $50
gift gold was then awarded the Me-
4-
tropolis musicians by the judges who
were Messrs. H. Miller Cunningham,
William Deal and •Robert King, all
able bandmasters of this city. The
next thing upon the programme was
the business meetins by the Odd
Fellows at the Fraternity building,
feu purpose of electing officers to
serve the ensuing twelve months,
and also naming the place of meet-
ing next April. Metropolis was
chosen as the meeting point during




First Vice Psiesident—A. J. Gibson
of Metropolis.
Second Vive President—Lisle
Murphy of-- Mound City.
iSecretary—Eugene Lafont of Me-
ttbpolis.
Treasurer—W. M. Armstrong of
late tropolis.
The Mound City lodge was
awarded the prize for having here
the largest delegation, while the
I:dies of Malcolm lodge No. 28,
Daughters of Rebekah of Metropolis,
were awarded the trophy for bring-
ing here the greatest number of
Rebekahs. These prizes will be sent
the winners within the next few
days by the Paducah brethren.
Last evening the Rebekahs, con-
ducted 'their degree work in the
Red Men's hall on North Fourth
street, this being under direction of
the local lodge in place of the Car-
bondale. Ill., Rebekahs who did not
come. They had been assigned this
duty. ,
Last evening until gi o'clock a gen-
eral reception was held at the Fra-
ternity building by the members,
when they repaired to The Palmer
arid indulged in the grand ball that
was given for especial benefit of the
sisitora, but attended by hundreds
of othets. The dancers remained
upon the floor until an early hour
this morning, when they dispersed
highly pleased with the mote than
gratifying success of their assembly.
Last night many of the visitors re-
turned to their homes, while today
the balance depart.
Former President Joyner of Car-
bondale, who retired from office ye-
terday, wanted the meeting post-
poned until April 3rd. and had sent
letters broad cast to subordinate
bodies, announcing the meting had
been deferred, but his communica-
tions had no effect, as shown by the
mammoth crowds here. The Padu-
cahans would not consent to the
change and notified everybody who





ported here today that a sensational
encounter occurred at M'arion this
morning. The reports are to tie ef-
fect that Marshall Jenkins, the editor
of the Crittenden Press, a Democrat-
ic paper at Marion, while sitting in
a barber chair getting a hair-cut, was
assaultled by M. Carl Henderson,
the county attorney of Crittenden
erhinty, who used a steel rod umbrel-
la, first striking him several times,
then using it in such a manner that
Mr. Jenkins, in raising his hand to
ward off a b1N, received the sharp
point in the fleshy part of the 'palm
of his hand, the point of the umbrella
entering for several inches into his
wrist. The trouble arise, it seems,
over an article that Mt. Jenkins wrote
about Mr. Henderson in his paper.
"I PARIS FEARFUL OF
TROUBLE MAY a.
Eighty Thousand Men on Strike and
Police Prepare to Cope With
the . Tumult.
Paris, April 26.—According to a
semi-official statement made by a
high functionary oLlke, nerfecture_ctf
nolies today, the military and police
are prepared to meet every eventual-
ity May 1. He said the police can-
vass shows that 8o,000 men have
stopped work, of which number the
disorderly element does not exceed
20,000. Against these can be massed
42,000 1.0 45,000 troops—namely, 20, -
000 infantry, io,000 cavalry and lo,000
to ts,000 republican guards and po-
lice with additional reserves.
The police will endeavor to localize
the manifetsation to the Place de la
Republique, which is the great labor
center, and to the vicinity of the la-
bor exchange. This will prevent the
manifestants from gaining the center
of Paris or getting west of the Place
de la Concorde into the residential
sections of the Champs Elysee or
Passy.
It is expected that the strength of
the military and the police will read-
ily enable them to confine the disor-
derly element within its own sec-
tions, thus reducing the demonstra-






Quite a NumberWill Be Made
at Election Time,
REMOVAL OF KELLEY
WINDOW BE TAKEN UP
The School Enumeration For City





Paris, April 26.—The government
is straining every nerve to hasten its
military and police preparations to
crush the threatened. dile:order on May
day.
•Alarmist reports, however, contin-
ue to circulate concerning what may
happen Mlay 1. One report says that ;
Spanish and Swiss anrchists have)
succeeded in bringing forty bombs
into Paris. The police are exercising
extreme vigilance and are shadow-I
ing the chief agitators and watching,
the centers of disorder.
Scribers Overawed by Troops.
The strikers already out are com-
paratively quiet before the overawing
force of troops and polire. The places,
of business of the manufacturing
jewelers are heavily guarded. About
Lotto book printers made a manifes-
tation today, and several minor af-
frays occurred.
Two magazines have suspendeJ,
owing to inability to print their edi-
tions. The ranks of the local strik-
ers were increased today by 600 la-
borers. The metropolitan barbers i
have announced that they will stop,
work May 1, unless they are given a:
holiday Tuesday and two hours for,
luncheon and rest.
_
Great Strike May Tie Up Lake Trade
Refusal by the Lake Carries' as-
sociation to recognize the Lake Pi-
lots' Protective association threatens
to cause a strike of 20,000 other em--,
ployea The latter will comprise ltun-‘
by the reports already turned in. If
the reports show a falling off, this
means the county school board will
not this year get as much money out
of the state fund- as last, because the
state allows just so much for each
child of school age.
. Organize Alumni—_.
i.s
meeting will be held at the office of
Superintendent Lieb, in the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway, by
the graduates of the public schools,
for purpose of organizing their alum-
ni, and prospects are for a flourishing
association, as many hundred people
have graduated from the city schools
in years past. All graduates, old and
young, are requested to be present.
BURIED IN WRECKED HOTEL
General Casement Dug Out of Ruins,
Suffers Several Broken Ribs.
Painesville, 0., April 26.—Word
has been received from San Jose that
General J. S. Casement, who was in
the wrecked Vendome hotel, suffered
several broken ribs and bruises.
Mrs. Casement and Mrs. Robert
George, who were with him, were
a1so injured. The general and Mrs
George were dug out of the debris.
It is under,tood from a number of
the trustees of the public schools
that there will be several changes
made when it comes to electing
teachers to serve for the scholastic
year commencing the second gonday
pf next September. One of the school
omcais yescrday said that it looked
as if about half a dozen changes
would be made, but, of course, this
cannot be definitely determined until
the elections are held, the first Tues-
day night of June. On account of
these prospective changes, tf.e trus-
tees deem it advisable not to elect
the teachers next Tuesday night,
when the regular May monthly ses-




Mr. E. 11. Kelley, who resides in
the property adjoining the Washing-
ton school building, on the west Out
on Broadway, has never yet moved
the bay window projecting out freins
his residence, which is right nu the
dividing line, over on to the grounds
of Air a.isasesi 'rJsedesesetees, at their
meeting April 3, ord(red Secretary
Pitcher to notify Mir. Kelley to move
thn window, which was shown to
preject out on to the school property,
by the surveys made of the proper-
ties by City Engineer Washington
for the especial purpose of seeing
whether the Kelleys owned the
ground covered .by the window, it
svhether the school. The engineer
fbuad the latter did, and although
afr. Kelley has been given thirty
ber handlers, grain trimmers, ore and days in which to remove it, he has
Coal handlers on the entire chain of not yet done so, and there lacks only
lakes. May t is the date set for the a kw days of the allotted thirty ex-strike. piribg. Next Tuesday night, at the
So serious is the situation regarded boaid meeting, the question will
that the Railway Managers' associa- again be taken up and the court prob-tion has decided to postpone fixing ably resorted to, to con•pel the peo-
rates, helieiring a strike will keep vie to tate the window from wherelake rates up to a high point and it 'is.
make it unnecessary to make the
usual reduction in the summer by the
railroad.
At the headquarters of the Lake
Pilots' association yesterday, it was
said that the officials of the Lake
Carriers' association had asked for a
conference to) place their case before
the employes who threaten a strike.
No answer will be made to this re-
quest until it is passed _upon by Dan-
iel J. Keefe, international president
of all unions involved.
The vessel owners state that they
object to the pilots forming a union
because they represent the  owners.
-Whet employes are thoroughly
organized.
Every vessel controlled by the
Lake Carriers' association on the
chain of lakes will be affected if such
a strike occurs.
Indicted for Contempt of Court.
The special grand Jiti-Y,-ettipaneled
by Judge Gordon last Monday, for
the purpose of investigating a pub-
lication reflecting on the court and
some of its officers, after a three-
days' session, indicted J. E. Chitten-
den, editor of the Crittenden Record.
a Republican newspaper published at
Marion, for contempt of court.
Operators and Miners to Meet.
Illinois operators and mitiers will
hold a meeting within the next two
weeks to consider a settlement of the
strike. This information was made
public late last night.
Officials of the Illinois Operators
association said that as soon as Pres-
ident Mitchell had refused the last
proposal to arbitrate the differences
in all states, arrangements would be
made for a joint conference in this
state. They admit that -they do not
expect the miners' internationl exe.c-
utive board to agree to arbitration.
For that reason they wish to be pre-
pared to meet the Illinois minis di-
rectly to see if an end cannot be
brought to the strike.
The Minsk 'Collieries company
met yesterday and voted unanimous-
ly .to sign the 1903 wage scale when-
ever orders for coal were received in
sufficient quantity to make it impera-
tive to open the mines.
Half Holiday.
The schools did not hold a session
yesterday afternoon, on account of
half a holiday being given for the
Odd Fellows' gathering, in order that
the children could witness the parade
and other attractions.
School Census.
Mr. Henry Nunn, the school cen-
sus taker for the Third and Fourth
wards,. has finished taking the enu-
meration for this year, with the ex-
ception of a few houses Its could not
in w rst lost-tett slont,
on accottnt of the people not bor ail at
home. By tomorrow he will have
finithed going back to these places
to get the names of children of
schooling age. He will then turn
'his report to, Secretary Pitcher. sf
the board, and believes it will show
a good increase over last year. Mr.
R. H. McGuire, the census taker for
the First and Second wards, • com-
pleted his work several days . ago,
vehile Mr. James H. Wilcox will get
done  with the Fifth and Sixth wards
wittin.a few days. The law requires





of the county public schools, expects
to receive tomorrow the repotrs
from the balance of the punt/ school
districts, showing the certain Aiken,-
as tomorrow is the last Saturday of
this month, and the census has to
be taken for the county during April,
just like the city schools. Mr. Bil-
lington has about thirty yet to hear
from, and believes the total will show
quite a falling off, as .cornpared with








The Police Commissioners Say No-
body Must Carry Arms Except
Those Sanctioned by Board.
The real litigation resultant upon
the teduction of the police force,
!came to the surface yesterday when
former detective T. J. Moore filed
:suit in the quarterly court against
1 the city of Paducah for $3o, claimed
due Mr. Moore as half a month's
salary as detective for the municipal.
ity. William Baker, the other form-
er detective, expects to bring a simi-
lar suit immediately.
The detectives claim that when
they were employed last January, it
was for a whole year, they being
sworn in for the entire twelve
months. Because of this they con-
tend the city legislators have no
right to discharge them before the
last of this year. They were laid
off the middle of this month, and
allowed fifteen days salary for work
done in April. He, Mr. Moore, now
files suit for $30 claimed due for the
other half of the present month.
Yesterday he said that hereafter
lie would Ale suit every half month
against the city for the money due
h;m, because the city officials of the
departments are paid every fifteen
days.
June 3rd there becomes effective
the bill passed by the state legisla
ture at Frankfort a month or two,
cletectives have been
reporting for duty each morning to
Chief Collins, but he makes no as-
net for them.
The legislinive boards cut down
the force, and are now adopting or-
dinances granting police powers to
the marketma !ter, wharfmaster,
cemetery sexton and others, hoping
is this way to let all these officials
make arrests and thereby assist the
eitrtailed department. The polire
commissioners though claim they are
the only officials empowered to grant
rolice powers to any individual,
therefore if revolvers -Ere' ratoied by
the parties mentioned in the ordin-
ance, they will be arrested for
carrying concealed weapons without
authority.
empowering second class cities to
have police forces of thirty men.
The reduced force here has only
eighteen men_ therefnre_ when 0-
bill goes into effect it it probable
that both the detectives will be put
back on the force, also the other
three patrolmen 'dropped, Messrs.
Matlock, Churchhill and Beadles. If
the test Ca se of the detectives shows
that the. city has to pay the men for
a year and not discharge them, the
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Big Buildings Go Up Soon—The
Recent Shake Did Little Dam-
age—One Life Lost.
PLAN1 TO SEND CHINESE
TO HONOIAJLU
-"San Francisco, April 26.—"Bankers
Row" is being organized on LaGuna
street, west of Lafayette Square.
The Crocker-Woolworth National
Bank, the Central :Deist company
and the Mercantile Trust company
already have placed their cotton ban-
ners on residences over-looking the
tented camps of the refugees in the
square. This is a bringing together
'of those that have money (in vaults)
and those who need it. The Clear-
ing House .representing the Coins
I mercial banks, held their usual meet-ing yesterday. .e.While the edotails arc not com-!Acted it has been arranged to pay
depositors not exceeding $500 on
their accounts. Each of the banks
has had or will have considerable
sums transferred to its credit by
correspondents in London, Paris and
New York. These transfers.iwill be
made to the .tiallit gn Fifth Street and
:!Lta Money will be available at 0144
point.
f 4 -
TO AT ONCE REPLACE s.
THREE BIG BUILDINGS
a I
San Francisco, Cal., April 26.—
Tin-cc of the handsomest buildings
in the business district of this city
l
tare to be restored as soon as men
and material can • be secured. The
first of those buildings is the St.
Francis Hotel, the second is the
Croker building, and the third is the
Shreve building. Alt. these structures
were gutted from cellar to roof by
the fire, but unharmed by the earth-
quake. Their re-construction will
consist of practically nothing but a
replacing of floors, partitions and
fittings. This announcement rs
official. ,
READY TO START
STREET CAR ' LINES.
4..rodiama
San Francisco, April 15.—Street
cars will be running in San Fran-
cisco today. The United Railroads
has been ready for four days to oper-
ate cars on the Fillmore and Sixth-
streets lines, and some of the other
lines have been cleared and put in
"hope for operation since that time.
The delay has been caused by
danger from service wires leading
into buildings starting fires when
the current was turned on. They
- s been severesh—ere—ehat-t-every—
thing is tiCv ready to operate the
cars.
PLAN TO SEND ALL
CHINES.n. TO HONOLULU
Honoluln, April 26.—Local
Chinese are agitating a plan to
bring their homeless countrymen it
San Francisco here. The proposi-
tion i sultgented in view of the
1. hot- shortage in the islands. They
have filed a petition with the act-
ins governor asking him to assist.
such a plan.
LETTERS RECEIVED ON
SHIRT CUFFS AND SHINGLE'
Hundreds of messages HOM•
stricken persons in San Francisco.
ate-Veit in 'Chicago yesterday for
distribution at the Chicago postoffice
The letters were written on anything,
from a shirt cuff to a shingle, am1
many contained nothing' more titan
the address, the word "saved"-
-alive ana well" and the signattuie
(Continued on Second Pao),
•
..•1111.
shape and the buildings in danger of
collapsing. The committee recom-
inendcet  to  _the full board meetin s
that the structnres be ordered con-
demned • and torn down, for fear .they
may fall on somebody. Nothing
having been done towards tearing
down the houses, Chief James
Woods of the fire department, yes-
terday called on the .city clerk and
got him to issue the official notice.
showing the actions of the public
bodies in this 'COnnectiein. Thew
notices will today he given the own-
ers of the buildings, who are sub-
ject to a fine of $25 for each and
-every day they let the structures re-
main standing, since the condemna-
sion. The officials have given the
owners several weeks now in which
Ito raze the buildings, and now the





LEEDS FILED FOR RECORD
WITH TH COUNTY
CLERK.
W. H. Covington and -Judson Roach
Qualified Yesterday As Notary
Palle&
Property at Eighth and Ohio
streets has been sold by Cecil Reed
to Chris Burger for $65o. There
was lodged yesterday with the coun-
ty clerk the deed to be recorded.
James T. Carter transferred ee T.
S. Heady for *in) land lying out ia
the county.
Property in the county was bought
for $170 by IV. Joner from Mary
B. Cheshire.
Thomas Challcnor sold land in the
county for $900 to J. J. Sanderson.
Char Peeler bought from S. E
Wkirford for $32o property in the
count), on banks of the Ohio river.
C. M. Simmons sold land in the
county to T. F. McCorkle for $250.
Josh Peeler transferred to Char
Peeler for boo property out in the
rural districts.
Mary B. Cheshire sold to W. H.
Joner for $94 land lying out in the
county.
For $650, Frank Simmon 60 itO
Ben' Humphries land out in e co
ty.
Licensed to Marry.
The following wedding licenses
were issued yesterday by the county
clerk: J. D. Morley, aged 27, and
Alice Russell, aged 21, of this city;
C. Gensey, aged 48, and Ida Slocumb,
aged 34, of Cairo, Ill.
Notary Publics.
W. H. Covington and Judson
Roach filed their commissions as no-




CITY CLERK BAILEY WILL
ROCK ESTATE
COT JUDGMENT
J. W. PUCKETT'S PROPERTY
BE SOLD TO PAY OFF
THE State-
A F Free Got Judgment Against
the Southern Express C.amapany
CREDITORS OET IRONED ROCK
FIRST MONEY FOR DRIVEWAY
HESSIG'S MOTHER'S CLAIM IS
HELD UP ON ACCOUNT OF
EXCEPTIONS.
The Final Distribution Ordered Yes-
terday in the Paducah Wagon
for Sas.so—Other Mather,.
judge Reed in the circuit court yes-
ttreiny gave judgment for plaintiff
against defendant, in the suit of F.
W. Katterjohn and John Rock, exe-
cutors of George Rock, against J. W.
Puckett for $120, claimed due as part
of the purchase price of a piece of
property Puckett bought from the
late George Rock during his life.
The court ordered that there be veld
property on the south side of Adams,
between Seventh and Eighth streets,
the money to be applied to the debt.
A. F. Free was given judgment
against the Southern Express com-
pany for $45.50. Free shipped some
hides from down in Tennessee to St.
Louis, consigning them through this
express company, and claims they
were lost in transit, while in care of
the company.
There was dismissed as settled the
st4t of Duigiud vs. Lax for collection
of note defendant executed plain-
tiff.
There was set aside the order set-
ting for trial the damage suit of Nel-
lie Wynn against the Paduch City
Railway company.
There was dismissed the litigation
of Oer vs. Oer.
William Thompson was given a
divorce from Ada Thompson, and
Maggie Boyd a divorce from Jack
Boyd.
This is Circus Day.
In the days of old it was. said Dan
Rice and a mule constituted a show
and a prominent manager years ago
claimed the people liked to be hum-
bugged. This may have been true a
quarter of a century back, but time
changes all things and today the
most successful shows are those
which have the greatest number of
employes, the largest menagerie, the
biggest tents, the most rings and
elevated stages, the best parade and
the most famous lady, gentlemen and
animal performers. And even with
all the foregoing ithe management
OFFICIALLY NOTIFY must, above everything else,
 deal
squarely with the public in truthful
advertising and honest business
methods. This is the century of wis-
dom and of big things, and the peo-
ple absolutely refuse to be hum-
bugged or to patronize humbug
shows. For many years Cole Broth-
ers United Shows, which are to be
seen Friday afternoon and evening
April 27, in Paducah, have toured
both the new and the old world,
meeting with universal success and
firmly establishing the enviable repu-
tation of presenting all and more
than they announce in advance. Ever
in the lead as managers, they have
this season signally augmented their
previously large shows in every de-
partment, sparing neither labor, time
or wealth in aking improvements
and additions. Those persons in a
position to know whereof they speak
unhesitatingly proclaim this the larg-
est and best tented amusement enter-
prise in all the world. One thing
certa;n. Cole Brothers have a vast
fortune invested in their street parade
alone. This gorgeous free spectacle
inspected, to ascertain their true con- will leave the grounds promptly at to
dition. Ch-ef Woods and the corn- a .m. upon the above date and tour
mitteemen went over the helices end t7.e priacipa: street5. There v.ell he
found the walls cracked, in bad bands of music, a steam 
calliope.
herds of monster elephants, droves of
camels, steel-ribbed open dens of rare
animals, tableaux, float,, vans, char-
OWNERS.
If the Buildings Are Not Torn
Down the Owners Are Liable
to $25 Fine Each Day.
Today City Clerk Henry Bailey
will write out an official notice and
hand it to Jake VVeil and also the
T. H. Puryear estate, informing
them that the city authorities had
condemned the buildings, Nos. 118
and 120 Broadway, and ordered them
tore down on account of their *dan-
gerous and delapidatcd condition.
No. '18 Broadway belongs to Mr.
Weil and No. 120 Broadway to the
Poryear estate.
Both buildings are empty and sev-
eral weeks ago the city legislators
ordered the structures thtoroughly
Heirs Want $100•000. /
,14Washington, April 26.— Se ator
Illackburn today introduced a till to
pay the heirs of John HawVns, of
Hanover County, Virginia, /$too,000
for services rendered and Money ex-
pended by Hawkins ase' commissary
agent of the state of Viginia during
She war of the revolu ion. It is stat-
ed in a brief filedwith- the bill that
Hawkins was directly responsible for
saving Was ington's army from
stervatien whci it camped at Valley
Yore.,
s. a m
handsome costumes, gay cavaliers,
beautifully caprisoned prancing steeds
funny clowns. cule ponies and comi-
cal donkeye. This pageant is A colos-
sal show of wonders, splendor and
wealth in itself and worth traveling
many miles to view.
Works-Cale.
After hanging fire for many
months, the first dividend for benefit
of creditors was yesterday ordeeed
distributed by Referee E. W. Bagby,
of the bankrupt court, in the Dr. H.
T. Hessig proceedings. This is the
initial dividend, which is for to per
cent., or a total of $5oo. It goes to
all claims except that of the bank-
rupt's mother, who asserts that she
has $16,000 worth of indebtedness
against her son. If she got to per
cent., it would be $1,o for her
alone, but exceptions having been en-
tered by other creditors to her claim,
she is not included in the distribution.
Trustee Arthur Y. Martin, of the
case, believes the creditors will get
about 25 or 30 per cent. of their bills
against Hessig.
Two Per Cent. Distribution.
Referee Bagby yesterday ordered
distributed a 2 per cent. dividend in
the Paducah wagon works bankrupt-
cy proceeding. This per cent. equals
$203, and the checks are now being
made out for the creditors. This is
the final distribution in this case,
which paid 92 cents on the dollar. day 
and all the little Imes desire at-
The total amount of indebtednegs tending the
 show, if possible. after
was $8,220, while the assets realized school hours. The 
hour for tho
$8,192. The closing orders are now small folks has been 
postponed, on
being made to wind up the litiga- account of this reason, to next Fri-
tion. day afternoon, at which time the
children will be addressed by Miss
Alice Compton.
MR. GEORGE WALLACE
THINKS THIS BEST FOR
THE-LIERARY.
The "Children's Hour" Has Been
Postponed Until Next Friday on
--Account ef--Cireus Today.
• Warren Case Closed.
Yesterday Referee Bagby made
Ihe closing orders, winding up the
case of M. G. Warren.
METHODIST
INSTITUTION
REV. T. J. NEWELL MADE
HIS REPORT TO THE
COMMITTEE.
They Will Shortly Be in Position to
Give Something Definitely Out
to the Public.
Chairman H. C. Rhodes of the
citizen's committee having in charge
the location here of the Methodist
college, yesterday said they had held
their committee meeting and heard
the report made them by Rev. T. J.
Newell one of their members, who
was last week in Louisville 'confer-
ing with the chaimen of the educa-
teinal boards for the different
ethielist church conference,' includ-
ing this state.
The report is not for publication
as some features are not matured
yet and it is the desire of the com-
mittee to continue along the course
they outlined when the project was
f rst tatInc!led 17J.; winter, %%hie!' is
to divulge nothing until it is in com-
plete form, for fear the 'public may
be mislead into believing this and
that thing has been accomplished,
. _
The committeemen say 'that every
nre they have made brings en-
couragement and hope of landing the 
buildings which were standing yes -
prize, but that the public will have 
tcrilay in a weak condition were
to do its part as a project of this 
thrown down, and frail buildings
magnitude, 'cannot be successfully 
were considerably shaken up, but
engineered without the combined' as- 
the damage done was slight.
sistance of all. 
The shock was also felt in Oak•
The committee thinks they will be 
land and Berkeley, but in those
able to give something out for the 
places it was very slight and of brief
public le-fore long 
duration.
Our Handsome SpringFahrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
Recruits for the Army.
A squad of five new recruits for
army service will be sworn in today
by Lielitenant WM. L. Reed who
comes down from Evansville to the
Paducah headquarters for that pur:
pose. Out of ten applicants the past
week, Sergeant C. A. Blake in charge
here, accepted five fine looking meu
two of whom have -seen service
before. Bert T. Windsor of Padu-
cah has tveelve years tile his credit.
HA will be sent to Presid'o, Califor-
nia, to the Twentieth Infantry and
John D. Iirldy three years previous
service; assigned to Twenty-eighth
Infantry, Fort Snelling Minn. The
new men ork•Aohbeet C. Bonne' of Gol-
conda. III., John F. Smith. Vieksberg,
Ky., and Chas. L. Owen, East Prairie,
Mo. Physical defects, etc., were re-
sponsible for the rejection of the
others. Applications are coming in
upon Sergeant Blake and he will
doubtless secure an excellent list for
next assignment.
Mr_ George C. Wallace of the
board of directors for the library, is
waiting to see some of the bitulitbic
people in order to get crushed stone
for use in building the deivewey to
IL-ad between the library and Grace
church, which properties adjoin each
other at Ninth and Broadway. The
bitulithic people are preparing to re-
construct many streets here wit't
their material, and in doing so use
much crushed stone, some of which
Mr. Wallace believes the library cae
procure at cos‘ for the driveway,
and in this manner reduce the cost
as much as possible. Some have
wanted to use gravel for the passage-
way, but Mr. Wallace deems it best
te use the stone, so as to make
this improvement conform with the
re-construction at Broadway and
Kentucky which about the library
grounds.
Children's Hour.
There will be no "Children's
Hour" this afternoon at Carnegie
library, on account of it being circus
RESUMING BUSINESS
(Continued From First Page.,
the writer. Many of the letters bear
the words "a Frisco refugee" or "a
lucky survivor" written across the
face to insure free transportation by
the government.
Immediately after the mail was re-
ceived from the West, Colonel Le-
roy Stuart, in charge of the city de-
livery division, detailed men to hurry
it, so that it would be delivered
early. Some of the letters bore the
words especial delivery, please."
Under the arrangements the postal
authorities have made this equivalent
to a to-cent special delivery stamp.
One of these messages was written
on a piece of pasteboard apparently
torn from a shoe box.
SALVATION ARMY
IXXIT ALL IT HAD
New York, April 26.---Gen. Balling-
ton Booth- yesterday received a tele•
gram from Col. and Mrs. Duncan, in
charge of the work of the Volunteers
of America in San Francisco, stating
that the loss sustained by the Viilun-
teers was virtually total.
San Francisco, April 26.—Yester-
tlay afternoon ,a shock of earthquake
was felt. It lasted nearly a lei:lute
and caused considerable alarm.
The shock caused the death of
Mrs. Annie Whittaker, aged twenty-
five years. She was at work in the
kitchen of her home on Shotwell
street in the Mission district, when
the shock came. The chimney,
which had been left in a tottering
condition by the heavy quake last
Wednesday, crashed through the
roof upon the young woman and
fractured her skull. Her body was
tsken to the morgue and buried an
hour later at Laurel Hill cemetery-
far as re orted no one else was
injured.
A number of walls of burned
IMEMEIMMS*0484ESEINIPOMPOIMI
• AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CH
OICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE 
MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS 
BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HE
RE FOR HIS




516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
1100111141610' 
AT PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
EARTH'S IWIDUTIEST AND -BEST MI ASK 
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REALLY NEW WILE D'11111 PARISIAN BELLE
--iN A-
FEARFUL, FRIGHTFUL, FRENZIED, FLYING FLIGHT
SPANNING DEATH'S ARCH
THE MOST SENSATIONAL FEATURE
ACT EVER CONCEIVED
ABSOLUTELY FREE TWICE DAILY oil TIE Snow GROUNDS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PARADE AND AGAIN AT 6:30 P. M.
Only living Woman who rides a Bicycle down a steese Incline into Space and •
ACROSS A ss-Foar YAWNING DEATH TRAP.
STILL THERE ARE MORE STARTLERS TO FOLLOW.
VATCH
AND
WATT FOR BIG STREET PARADE
RAIN OR
SHINE
AT 10 A. M.
Overwhelming moving Miles of Wealth and Splendor. Open Dens of Fierce Wild •
Beasts, Herds of Elephants, Camels, Ponies, Horses. Five Bands
of Musk and all Exclusive New Novelties. •
TWO PERPOEXAMORE IN ALL SITE AND WATERPROOF TENTS AT 9
AND 8 P. N. Doors Open One Roar lather for a tour of the Peerleas Triple Nan.
=worries and attendance of the Moslem! Festival by
PROF. TIMEX!'" =AERATED INTRRNATIONAL BRASS BAND. •
TO-DAY
The Daily Register, delivered 10c week
MAIM & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. WV
aducah's 71.11
Annuail Carnfivafi
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....of the Highest Excellence....
o
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
W. T. MILLER, Agent.








































































On Finishing Their Tour They Will
Have Inspected Five Pieces, One
of Which Will Be Bought.
The committee selected by the
ik fiscal court to pick grounds for the
inew county poor farm, yesterday
visited several strips of ground, but
not getting to view all they wanted
to, have reached no decision, but
will do so today after they go out
to see two sites on the Mayfield
road.
Yesterday morning at to o'clock
all the eight committeemen, with
exception of Justice Gholson, met at
the office of Magistrate Charles
Emery of South Fourth street, and
taking vehicles, first went out to
near Mt. Kenton cemetery past
Arcadia, and looked at the property
ti Nfr. Putts. From there they went
down near Thompson's mill, three
miles from this city on the Cairo
ne.d. and viewed property belonging
to 1. D. Wilcox. From there they
then went to near Mt. Olivet, five
miles out on the Cairo pike, and in-
,spected the ground of Mr. Lee D
Potter, former sheriff. By this time
•it was late in the afternoon and
those magistrates residing in town
* came on back to the city, while
• those of the rural districts proceeded
a on to their country homes.
Now this morning the magistrates
again assemble at Mr. Emery's office
and go out on the Mayfield road
• to look at property, one piece be-
kriging to William Yancey of near
Eden's hill. while the other belongs
to Mr. Mills, about three-quarters of
a mile beyong Yancey's place. After
viewing these two the magistrates
will then decide what piece to buy, :t
being arranged that all the owner!
of the property shall submit prices.
t them this afternoon, stipulating
on what terms they want paymenta
made.
The committee had intended look-
ing at some property out in th:
Clark's river section of the county.
but abandoned this intention. They
are to purchase only ten acres, whica




JUDGE S!DERS FINED GIL-
LUM YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Elmus Rudolph Was Fined $5 For
For Permitting His Horse to
Run at Large Over Streets.
The Political Economist.
John Mitchell. the labor leader,
was discussing an English financier.
his ideas of political economy,"
Mitchell said, "remind me of those
of Marshall Saunders, of Braid-
wood.
Braidwood is an Illinois town,
1
 
an u I passed my boyhood there. 
fine Marshall Saunders had a apiary.
lie raised good bees and good
- A...hot:ley. It was a pleasure to visit
Ins neat, wel painted city of hives.
"Marshall had an inquiring mind,
and he would sometimes ask himself
strange questions. One of the ques-
tions he continually asked himself
was this:
" 'Have I any right to rob these
bees of their honey?'
, "And for a long time he could not
answer that question to Ins own
satisfaction. Finally, though, he
fotmd an answer. I heard him tell
it to his friends with pride.
" 'I used to feel mean.' he said,
'about robbing the beehives, but
after thinking the matter over I see
mew I'm in the right. If it wasn't
for , me taking the honey, all them
bees would be out of work the whole
nett summer,' "—iluffalo Enquirer.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Bruce Gillum was "touched up"
by Judge Sanders in the police court
yesterday morning to the tune of
$2o for driving his horse over the
sidewalks down about Second tool
Kentucky avenue while drunk. Bruce
paid up and was released.
Dude Stone was fined $5 and costs
for threatening to kill Allen Hole-
man, the shoemaker of Ninth and
Trimble streets.
There was filed the warrant charg-
ing George Husbands with failing to
pay his license to do a dairyman's
business. It was filed witfl the un-
derstanding that the dairyman get
his license right away.
Elmus Rudolph was fined $5 and
costs for letting his horse run
large on the streets.
Albert Rogers was
the sum of $2oo, and
lie being held to the
grand jury on the charge of stealing
some clothing from II. Weille while
driver, of the delivery wagon
this house.
A man named Jenkins was
















to go in that territory bounded by
Ninth, Fountain avenue, Kentucky
avenue and a block or two below
HIGH 
Trimble street. While drawing the
plans for these sanitary mains, Mr.
Alvord will also put in the same out •
line, drawings and plans for storm
sewers, so the latter can be laid just
whenever desired in future years,
arid these plans used. It is the in-
tention of the city authorities to put
only the sanitary mains down.Post pond
'OHIO FIGHTS BRIDGE TRUST
London, April 26.—Reports
Mrs. Nannie Langhorne Shaw and
William Waldorf • Astor, Jr., were
married last week were unfounded.
It is now learned that all prepara-
tions had been made for a wedding
last S'aturday, in the least conspicu-
ous manner possible, but the divorce
decision of the United States supreme
court upset all arrangements. The le-
gality of Mts. Shaw's divorce may be
•
'Proceedings Begin to Oust Cleve-
land Concern From Charter
Rights.
Cleveland, 0., April 2.5.—Proceed-
that ing to oust the Vandorn Iron Works
company of Cleveland from its char-
ter and corporate rights in Ohio
were begun in the circuit court of
Cuyahoga county today. A petition
in quo warrant° was filed by former
State Senator 0. E. Harrison, assist-
rut in the attorney general's office.
The petition avers that the Van-
dorn company is a . member of the
so-called bridge trust and has at
Mrs. Shaw, famous as one of the
"Gibson Girl" beauties, got her di-
vorce in the state of Virginia, where
she lived for years after she went to
the home of her father, Cheswald
Dabney Langhorne, at Mirador, Al-
bermarle county. The decree was
granted on a charge of three years'
desertion, a statutory ground for di-
vorce under the laws of that state.
sinner, on or before the 5th day ofMrs. Shaw was in Europe at the time
May, 1906, or they will be foreverEXCURSION BULLETIN. 
the decree was granted.
barred from asserting any claimThe supreme court, whose decision
against h. assets in the han so t eChattiti6Oga, Tenn. — Southern 
in the Haddesek case, which has upset
f administrator, unadministered: andR Convention—Dates of sale 
the generally acceptedvalidity o
persons arc hereby enjoined and
Baptist 
with 
t .9th and loth, limit ten days 
many divorces, held that the state of all
urf5,1 restrained from collecting theirprivilege of extension until
Connecticut has not obtained j
diction over the wife who lived in claims against said estate exceptJune t5th by paying a fee of so cents. • , through this suit. Ordered that thisRate for the round trip $9.25. 
New York and never appeared in th,
proceedings in Connecticut. order be published in The Paducah
Mr. Shaw remarried two days after Daily Register as required by law.
the Virginia court granted his wife . Given under my hand, as clerk of
the divorce. She retains custody of said court, this the lath day of April,
too6.their child, a boy, 7 years old.
ENGINEER
GETTING PLANS
MR.. CHARLES BURDICK OF
CHICAGO, ARRIVED HERE
YESTERDAY.
He Expects His Field Engineers to
Arrive This Morning and Start
Off the Work.
Mr. Burdick, the civil engineer
representing Mr. J. W. Alvord of
Chicago, arrived here yesterday
morning for the purpose of starting
off the work of getting the surveys,
grades, etc., for the plans and speci-
fications M. Alvord will draw for
the storm water and sanitary sewer-
age systems of this city. Mr. Bur-
dick will have charge of the field
v.ork here, while his assistants are
expected to arrive this morning to
help him. Mr. Alvord is the expert
sewer man of Chicago who secured
the contract to get out the local
pians, but he does not come to do
the work, sending his representa-
tives, all of whom are first class
engineers.
The engineers take the surveys of
all the streets, the sum-face and un-
derground grades, showine how far
tioderneath the top of the streets the
p'pe shall run. They get all their
data here and then carry it back to
Chicago where Mr. Alvord lias the
plans dea W11 and specifications writ-
ten out.
It is probable the engineers will
start at Ninth and Broadway, or
Ninth and Kentucky avenue, and
work westward. It will take them
several weeks to finish making all
the drawings and getting the grades
ht. re.
The sanitary
affected by the decision, so the mar-
divers times entered into a "con.riage 11 indefinitely postponed. .
Her friends say she has not yet
spiracy, combination, trust agree-
been able to get in communication ment and pooling arrangement" in
with het' former husband, Robert G. violation of the provisions of the
Shaw, of Boston, and that a consid- Valentine anti-trust law.
erable time must elapse before steps'
can be taken to legalize the divorce 
I 
Claim Notice.
and make it possible for Mrs. Shaw McCracken Circuit Court, F. G
to marry Mr. Astor. Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
Gets Divorce in Virginia. Hessig, deceased, plaintiff, vs. petit-
ion in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., de-
fendant.
Ordered that this action be referr-
ed to Cecil Reed, master commission-
er of this court to take proof of as-
sets and liabilities of the estate of
Ida Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
persons having claims against said
estate are required to properly verify




rink, but a seasonable prep-got a
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as is
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50,0 and 31. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUGSTORES.'
7th & Jackson Sta. pnoste re& Clay Sta., ohocie 31.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.





Will be keenly appreciated
s trial by people who suf-
.ter from h. adaches—severe orif
mild, occasional or chronic.er
bThey never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
















Rooms 5 and 6 Register Boddie.






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
• fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magrifi-




• 'Birmingham, Ala.—General Confer-
ence of M. E. church—Dates of sal..
May tat and and, limit to June 3rd,
with privilege of extension to June
30th by paying a fee of so cents. Rate
for round trip $9.25. Riley & Cook's °teat Offer.
We will for a short time make you
Los Angeles, Cal.—Annual 
Conven-?one dozen Platinum pictures 
i
mount-
tion Imperial Council Ancient Ordered in nice folder, for $5. This s the
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine arfd best offer 
ever made by any studio in
National Congress of Mothers—Dates
of sale April 25th to May sth, limit
July 31st. Rate, for round trip $6o.so.
Lexington, Ky.—Spring Races--
Dates of sale April 24th to May 1st,
limit three days. Rate for round trip
$12.15.
In Australian gold mines it is con-
sidered that ventilation becomes bad
when the proportion of oxygen filth
a below 20 per cent., or less than 70
cubic feet of air a minute is supplied
• for every man working in a mine.
tlfis city. All other photos at re-
duced prices. Call at our studio and
see 'what we have to offer before





Five room 2 story home lot
5ox165, between Twelfth and Four-
teenth, $1600 cash. Let is worth the
money. Whitteraore Real Estate
Agency Fraternity building. Both PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
'phones 835. ilireedway.
•
J. A. MILLER, Clerk,
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
C. MANNING SEARS, N. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,-
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-





Will bring pleasure to your
borne during the long winter
ev?nings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and heal them Then you'll





e4-.• CO I LSO N,
.P LUIL1iNviii
Steam and Hot Water !keno.
Phone 133. 5, Broadway.
INSURE WITH
General Insurance Agency
-wasOffice 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence1696
 •
Subscribe For The Register
A fiood Bicycle
is equivilent to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your door, withspirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive. to Rm.
sure of foot and touch of hand.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "MonarbhP
and "Imperial" Bicydes
arc still in the lead. The Peer of the cycle builders art..
nieg and speedy. 11!,/e. -41.10.6
If in the market for a wheel it will pay you to see our line. We
can save you money. Bicycles $15,00 up.
Cheapest stcck cf tires bells ps.rros saddles, etc., in the city. Sea
the great King Bee tire. Thick wearing sarfoel, for he;
vv riders.
Repair department in charge of expert cycle machinists.




fan and 128 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.









PADUCAH REAL. EST'. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMI EAS1
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR F.
"MO it W. WilliTTEMOR Pla.chsksstc iLa•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




Warren & Warren 116 Fraternity &gilding
- Jeweler! Office Phone, 484-A








At Register Building, 523 3roadway,
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year 
Six Months  
i5.00
2.50
Three Months  1.25
.ro
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularity should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday, April 27, zoo6.
A Word of Advice.
It is just as natural for a city to
be ambitious as it is for an individual4k. to be so, is aho true that a city
'should not go beysmd its means any
more than an individual. In brief,
neither in city nor an individual
should indulge their ambitions be-
yond the line where they can afford
it. The Register is a firm believer in
every man indulging in all the luxur-
ies of life that he can afford, either
in the way of a fine home, fine clothes
or high style of living, but not at
someone else's expense. We feel the
same way about a city and favor ev-
ery public improvement that it can
afford,ibut not at the injury of the
attorneys before the question • at
council, urging it to vote against the
people' interest. The Register .is
now stating a fact that candot be
truthfully disputed.
If Paducah desires to. become a
great city, the people must cease giv-
ing ear to that element which has de-
signs upon it. The people must think
for themselves. There is a, disposi-
tion to load the city down with bur-
dens for improvements that will con-
tinually be an expense to maintain,
and in that way to fix matters so that
this city will be at the mercy 6f aer-
tain interests. To avoid such a ca-
Janlity iS.the business _of.....the_peaple,
not your neighbor, but yourself.
In order for Paducah to be free and
independent, it is of the utmost im-
portance for this city to own a water
and light plant. Such plants yield
thousands of dollars profits annually.
The profits from those utilities in
twenty years would enable Paducah
to plant a sewer in every street in
the city and to reconstruct every one
of them. In addition to this, there
would also be enough money earned
to establish a chain of parks around
the entire city. ..The longer Paducah
puts off acting in the matter, the
longer will the people have to pay
tribute to such corporations, includ-
ing a good bunch of watered stock.
We made a statement above about
the so-called "progressive" element,
and if any of our readers doubt their
attitude towards the city, just ask any
one of them, or their hired attorneys,
how they stand on the municipal
ownership of a water and light plant,
and you will very soon find that they
are against any proposition that will
benefit the people. It has been dem-
onstrated that the majority of the
general council is far more favorable,
to corporate interests than they are
taxpayers. By injury, we mean to to the people's interests, and, there-
make the taxes burdensome or be-1 fore, the people had just as well pre-
yond the point the people can af-f pare for the conflict that is to occur
ford. I at the .polls next November. The
Paducah needs beautiful streets, light eommittee of the general coun-
fine parks ,and magnificent buildings, cil, when it thought it could rush a
but all of those things cost consid- contract with the, 4gbting company
erable money. Therefore, the only through, was. in..4 a great hurry to
question is, can the city afford them? give the people more light. Failing in
If it can, then on with the work— this, they had the matter of enlarging
if it cannot, then go slow. The Reg- the city's light plant referred to that
•later does not wish to appear as oc- committee for the deliberate purpose
upying a positioeto stay what may of killing it. Let every voter in this
be termed progress, but to lay down' city ask Oie Members of that commit-
a ;014 business prcsition. Dellee to explain their action. They
who iives ahove laiS means and
indulges in luxuries, and finally fails,
IS called a fool, and gets no sympa-
thy. The same holds good in regard
to' a city that pursues the same pol-
icy. It is a fact, which the close of
the year will prove, that under the
present tax rate for this city, it can-
not possibly accomplish what the va-
rious boards are striving to do this
year. In less than six months the
public will, be convinced of that fact.
With this situation confronting us,
there is but one of two things to be
considered: Either the city, cannot
afford the things contemplated or the
tax rate is too low. The reader may
take either end he chooses. A dollar
will &lily go as far as too cents, and
with a limited amount of funds the
city cannot make unlimited improve-
ments. Having obtained a fair 'In-
sight into the affairs of the city, and
becoming familiar v, ith the inten-
tions of the various boards, we fear
that the city may find itself in some-
thing of a dilemma, and perhaps, in
the spirit of economy that will event
ually arise, some things of a vital na-
tr(.: r.i!I Lc neglected and tlle
eats of the people suffer. While we
must have a Certain amount of faith
and confidence in the bodies in
charge of public affairs, it does not
mean that the individual citizen must
that marvelous equilibrist. Senator
cease to think for himself. In fact, Allison of lowa, the more I am re-
in our opinion, there has never been mined of a man named Gates who
a time in the history of the city shee Iied to live in my town in Missis-
it was more essential for each citi e would never express a
zen to do some serious thinking thant.tclecided opinion about anything, so
. lawyer-and-a doctor put up a jobat the present time.
/on him. The two met Gates one day
Like all thriving cities, we have nd the doctor told how he had
our quota of men who pass a pro- a buffalo that was up in a big
gressive spirits, but a close exa-lina- i tree eating grapes. The lawyer
tion into their conduct and talk will 'Leouted the idea of a buffalo climb.
develop the fact that they are only 1 ing a tree, but the doctor stuck to
"progessive" when it comes to mat. his story. At length the disputants
aters that mean dollars td them. As sked Gates what he thought of the
matter. The later deliberated long
a class, they pay taxes on about a 40 and finally said: 'Well, as a general
pes cent, valuation of their holdings thing buffalo don't climb trees, but
atbilt_the bulk of the taxes are paid there's no telling what they will do
by other people on about a 60 per when they are after grapes.' " 
•
cent. valuation—in other words, they
are taxdodgers. Their hired attor- Resume Business.
neys arc always bowling to the peo- Now that the Earthquake situation
plc not to "chock the wheels of it improving, labor troubles in this
.progrest;" but 1 a proposiron come country and Europe are again corn-
up out of which that' cro,
grant or a monopoly th
may think that they are above the
people, but the people should force
them to show their Kands. li they
propose to carry out their oath of of-
fice and serve the people, hor can
that be done by killing the proposi-
tion to enlarge the light plant?
All The Register.wants is a square
deal. for the people, but the peculiar
action of the light committee makes
us doubt the people ever getting ;t
on that proposition from the general
council now in office; hence our ad-
vice for the people to begin to get
ready for the November election.
A man who deliberately aids in de-
ftatilig justice is not a good citizen.
Every man and society at large arc
ntitled to justice. If one commit a
wrong, justice demands that he be
punished. If he escapes justice, two
wrongs are done-.—the first by the
crime itself, and the second by the
crime of thwarting justice. All_ men





"Private" John Allen, formerly
congressman, has been on a visit
ington, er watc ling even
in the senate for an hour or so one
day lie said: "The More I See of
as
wiyhts a ing to the front.
will wring The strike element prorinses to
little resnme bnsiness at the old standthousands of dollars f om e
and May', Tat is set for a general
taxpayer or consit ci, and you will shaking up especially in France and




IT WILL LEAD UP TOWARDS
THE TOM BOSWELL
HOMESTEAD. -
Gun Club Members Did Not Hold






WOULD NOT RECEIVE IT
YESTERDAY.
Board of Public Works Did Not
Hold Their Called Session—Law
to Prevent Sale of Sour Milk.
As anticipated, the East Tennessee
Telephone lawyers and manager yes-
terday refused to receive the $3,00l
tendered., back to them. by City So,
licitor. James Campbell, Jr. The lat-
ter was expecting this, but proferred
I
the check to the company's lawyers,
who would not accept it. He then
offered it to Mangger Joynes who
A number of owners of swift would not receive it either. The
horses in this city are preparing to solicitor then wrote President James
construct themselves a new "speed- F. Campbell of the company, who
way," over which they can fly their maintains headquarters at Nashville,
fleet-fOoted animals in friendly spurts notifying him that the local repre-
and practice. The speedway will run sentatives of the concern would not
up towards the Tom Boswell home,' take the check.
in Arcadia. There is a fine road turn-1 Now when the telephone corn•
ing off at the ball park and going pany's injunction litigation comes up
towards the cemetery road, it passing in the United States court the city
the Charles Kirchhoff home. Now officials will show to Judge Walter
leading from this cross road up to-: Evans that they were willing to turn
ward the Boswell home, the horse-!the money back, but it was rejected
men will build their speedway, that by ht.,t company's representatives inwill be a half mile in length and this city. The solicitor is still hold -about sixty feet wide, leveled up and ., ing the check waiting this municipal-put into good condition. Work on it .t
will start immediately, and the drive- I Y'
way ready for usre in a week or two.
The speedway will be under auspices
of the driving club, and each after-
noon and evening will find many The board of public works intend -
horse owners out there, speeding ed holding a special meeting yester-
their blue-blooded animals, of which day afternoon, at the city hall, but
there are many in this city. on account of business detaining
The old speedway runs along Six-
I 
teenth street, from Jefferson to
Trimble, but it is about abandoned. GREAT BOOKS AT urrLE PRICESgeneral traffic leaving it in not very




Yesterday afternoon was the time
for holding the weekly meeting of the
Gun club, at their, grounds in Wal-
lace park, but on account of the Odd
Fellows' gathering attracting the at
tention of everybody, no shoot was
pulled off by the sportsmen..
Automobile Club,
The Automobile club members are
preparing to meet and reorganize for,
the summer months, and outline the!
trips they will make during the warm
period to different cities in Western 1
Kentucky.
some of the members, the gathering
was not conducted.
Prevent Sale of Bad Milk.
To many complaints arc comine
from different sources about dairy-
men selling sour milk that arrange-
ments are being made by the city
officers to adopt an ordinance, mak-
ing it punishable with tine for any-
one to dispose of soured milk.
PACKERS MAY LEAVE TEXAS
Claim Suits Against Them Are
Brought for Political Purposes.
Prosecution of the suit against the
Armour and. Swift•interests-in Texas
for the purpose of securing a
000,ocio* penalty for violation of anti-
tt laws may result in the closing
of all packing plants in Texas and
the' withdrawal of the Chicago pack-
ing concerns from thi state.
This was the announcement made
last night by officials of the Swift
and Armour companies in discussing
the effect of the suits brought
against them yesterday by the at-
torney general of Texas. The
officials declared last night the pack
ing business in Texas was just be-
ing put upon a proper business basis
and th'at it was still in an experi-
mental stage. They declare the ques-
tion of withdrawing from business in
Texas has been considered several
times when the Chicago companies
were being harassed by a multiplicity
of suits and that the litigation for
$12,00o,000 if pushed will be followed
by the execution of the plans which
have been in contemplation.
Mr. Will Haffey will be here next
Nionday from Memphis, Tenn. to
visit relatives.
Board of Works.
St. Elmo soc Castle Critueycrow
The Virginian sac The Quest of Happiness,




The Cost.  5oc Kindred of the Wild, Rob-
Helmet of taavane .....  4... scc efts  • Soc
Graustark    Scc If I Were King.. soca•
The above and a hundred other sopyright novels heretofore sold
at $1.25 and $1.50, now goat soc. Remember that we have












On Friday morning, promptly, at 9 o'clock, we will
offer you this strictly first-class Foot Tub, made of
heavy tin plate, - handsomely enameled outside and
inside, one only to a customer, for 15c each. This
is a fine value and usually sells for fifty cents. Each
and every one will be wrapped.
•••••••••••••//11/1
ISalesrooms 112-114-116 North Fourth St. Warerooms 105-107 Jefferson St.
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of NeW York stands
TIN Rat Amine Life N-













BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD _
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES.
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF-
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A














Our to w exchange has been com•
pleted and the public is respectfully
invited to visit the operating rooms-' 401
bctween the hours of co a. m., and 4
p. m. Sundays excepted.
Our switch board is the most
modern up-to:date board in the
south and no expense has beets
spared to secure the latest inven-
tions and improvements known tos
the telephrine art which is a guite-%
asenrtiee of rapid service toour sub-beyc
We employ more than 75 opera-
tors to operate this switchboard and
more that, this „rnumber of other em-
ployes to naintain lines and install;
new subset era.
We will ake pleasure in showing





Immediately on Its Departure Car-
nival Entrance Be Built.
Cole Brothers circus conies today,
showing this afternoon and evening
a very responsible positioss with one upon the grounds ' Twelfth and
of the large railroads at Little Rock., rimble streets. Tonight the cir-
and is regarded as one of the sys-
tem's best men. despite his youth.
The 6:15 o'clock passenger, which
Sunday begins leaving here for Cairo,
to connect with the Chicago and St.
Louis fast flyers, takes the place of
the train now leaving at 7 p. m. for
the Egyptian city. The sleepers will
be taken out of this city.
put up by the J. R. Smith estate. ND.
Moshell takes charge next Monday,
when Mr. Lagomarsino reaires. The
latter has not yet decided what busi-
ness he will engage in. Messrs.
Thomas Holland and Zelner Moss,
bartenders at The Palmer for Mr.
Moshell. go with him to the. ,new
• Trains Delayed. stand. The purchaser has been con-
On account of the heavy Confeder- ed with The Palmer bar for a
• ate Veteran reunion traffic, the pas-•nect
senger trains are now rtiptigg it *tie 
number of years past. Tht price
paid for the place is not made pub-
behind time because of crowded con- „
nections. The train due here at 3:443 "e'
o'clock yesterday morning from Lou-1 - Katterlohn's New Home,
isville did-not reach the city until 7:10
o'clock, en route to m
emphis, while t Contractor George Katterjohn yes-
the passenger dui iterkat 6:05,o'clockl 
terday put men to work, digging the
last . evening, going the same way,' 
fotmdation excavations for the home
lie will 'erect for himself on Jeffer-
was 45 minutes behind time. Tomor-
row, the special trains commence 
son. near Twelfth. It will be two
pouring back through this section, 
weeks yet before the work of laying
the brick is started.
bringing the veterans home from the
mammoth gathering at Nea
leans. V all 
NORFLEET SAYS "NO."
Chairman Delayed. Cla
ims He Did Not Try to Escape
Chairman John A. Hill, of the Again From 
County Jail.
joint prettective board for the railway Several days ago 
this paper pub-
carmen, has written the Paducah lished that Jailer James Eaker of the
members that he will not be here to- I county jail, believed that another at-
day to confer with them regarding I tempt to escape was made by J. T.
grand lodge business, as matters are Norfleet, the alleged forger, who was
detaining him in St. Louis. He an- accused of hiding in the bathtub
nouneed he %could get here next Mon- Norfleet says this is a mistake and
day. he did nothing of the kind, while the
'jailer says other prisoners informed
Road Brevities. him that the accused did hide in the
Mr. Virge Berry, of the shops, has, tub. Norfleet escaped severa:
organized a baseball team, composed months ago but was re-captured.
of railroaders entirely, and is willing
to meet all amateur corners.
Mr. Charles Randle last night re-
turned to his home in Little Rock.
Ark., after visiting his parents, En-
gineer and Mrs. Joseph A. Randle, of
Ninth and Clark streets. He holds
ens leaves and tomorrow mkrning
Contractor George Ingram putii his
Payments During Four Weeks. 
men to work out there, building th,
The Old Mutual Life of New York hand
some arched entrance way for
paid during the four weeks of Feb- the carnival whicli 
will be given on
ruari. 1936, $2,000,000 in round num., those comm
ons next week. Th,
!sera, in death claims and matured en- contractor has to wait until the show
dowments to policy holders. No kets out of the way before he can
other comp:arty can show a record a.- scart work, and he says he will keep
proaching this. In the two essentia s men at Is ay an mg i un i
points of strength, assets and surplus finished, as it is only a day or two
over all liabilities, the Mutual Life t.ntil the week's festival commences.
stands first. Don't experiment with
anything new or cheap but see, Dirt For Sale. .
J. M. QUINN, Dist. Mgr. I , Anyone wanting r\c: flower dirt.
ros Fraternity Building telephone George Sci at 1014 over
i (lid 'phone. ..
Eight Lots Bargain.
Eight lots in Mechanicsburg, . all., Mr. Marvin Atleock has gone to
for $350. $r5o cash balance one year. Obwensboro, Ky.
We Will guarantee to re-sell all Mrs. Captain Frank
these lots on the payment plan be- visiting in Cairo.
fc,re January 1st at 5o per cent.profit
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity building. Both 'phones 835
Go slow and get left. .
Mr. T. E. Coleman
is here on business. (
Miss Irma Hecht -.)-esterday




MR. BRYANT PROMOTED TO
PLACE AT -FREE- .
PORT. ILL.
Chairman Hill of Railway Carmen's
Protective Board, win metc9ing..
Until Monday.
ilaggagemaster Bryant, sfif the Pa'a-
senger run betwgraberci aiy1 Cen-
tralia, has bieUtrelisferred to
Freeport, Ill., by the Illinois Central
and given a respiptaible position
there. He is succeeded on the run
out of here by Mr,,.W. P. Haulier,
who arrived yestelagy..9n 04\ first
trip, but who hefttOttke has been
running between IIIMPOIF-rity and
Cairo. Mr. Bryant is one of the
most reliable and populv. ycling bag-
gagemen ever cosaiiiii di city,
where he has htntila jciends,
who regret to loll _h *Ito are
pleased with his slesermi promo-
tion. • -*ft
Superintenilik Uri
Superintendent Pat Halloran, of
the big Cedar Bluff cileripa. up the
Louisville division, arrived here last
evening on a hurried trip, and. goes
back this morning •ost private busi-
ness. The big plant is running full
blast now, and they are sending out
many trainloads 'of crushed rock ev-





GANIZED MERE FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Lawyer Samuel Spaulding Will Erest
Building at Ninth and Broadway
—Moshel Buys Hotel.
Mr. B. T. M. Pemberton, of Mc-
Leansboro, Ill., is in the city, pre-
paring to locate the factory which
will manufacture the churn Mr.
PeinViritin -pilented. 1Te itliglif-
ized his company this week, it being
"The Pemberton Churn Company."
and now they are looking around for
their site. They will start on a small
scale at the outset, but gradually
build up the plant, as the incteased
trade demands. It is a churn that
can be updated by a child with as
little trouble as by an older person.
New Building.
The contractors of thit city arc
now figuring over the plans for the
new two-story brick building that
goes up at Ninth and Broadway right
beside where James Sleeth's drug
store now stands. A residence sits
now where the building goes up, and
it is owned by Lawyer Spaulding, of
Lebanon, Ky., who is now in the
city, and is having the residence
moved to one side, to make room for
the storehouse, the contract for
which will be let tomorrow to the
contractor making the best proposi-
tion for its construction.
-
Sold Hotel and Bar.
Yesterday, there was closed the
deal that has been on for the past
week or two, whereby Robert E. L.
Moshell & Co. buy Hotel Lagomar-
sino from Mr. Louis K. Lagomarsino, ful medal intended for General Ca-
at Second and Broadway, where the bell. General Lee added to the ad-
latter has run the hostelry and buf- dress of the veterans a few eloquent
New Passenger Service. fet since the handsome building was words of his own and then pinned
the medal upon the breast of General
Cabell. The latter, struggling with
his emotions, was about to reply,
when a beautiful young lady, Miss
Alice .W. Park, of Texas, presented
him with a huge bunch of roses,
which completed his discomfiture.
He concluded his speech of thanks
with the assertion that he would not
accept for his share in the civil war
"a lump of gold as 1.Irge as Texas






THE DAY DEVOTED MOSTLY
TO BUSINESS.
General Carbell Honored—Next Re-
union at Richmond
mond, Va.
New Orleans, April 26.—With the
exception of the time consumed by
the presentation to General W. L.
New Lodge
Of Eagles
STATE PRESIDENT HEAD OR-
GANIZED ONE FOR HOP-
KINSYILLE.
Large Crowd- Entertained at - the
Eagles' Minstrel Last Evening
at The Kentucky.
Mr. Louis P. Head, state president
of Kentucky for the Eagles, return-
ed yesterday from Hopkinsville and
other placcs, where, le ,bas jrt.
the interest of the organization. At
Hopkinsville he got up 'a good-sized
lodge to be installed, and he goes
back there about My to to institute
the new body, as by that time the de-
tails will all be completed, with pros-
pects for a flourishing, healthy body.
Cabell of a gold medal by the veter- While President Head was away
ans of Arkansas, the second gay 
its 
over the state the San Francisco dis-
the Confederate reunion' was in aster occurred, and he issued a call,
opening hours devoted strictly to requesting all Kentucky Eagles to
business, the reports of the .commit-1 contribute to the relief fund. He re-
tees on credentials, the Battle Abbey
and historical committee being 17-
cei4ed and approved.
The presentation of the medal to
General Cabell was made the occa-
sion of an enthusiastic nutburst of
affectionate regard for that grizzled
veteran which deprived him of speech
for a few moments and nearly over-
Mastered hint entirely. Quickly re-
covering, however, he expressed his
gratitude in a few words of deep
appreciation, which proved how high-
ly he valued the testimonial from his
former comrades.
Following the adoption of the
committee on credentials, the veter-
ans of Arkansas presented a written
address to General Cabell and passed




TURNED INTO THE CITY
TREASURY.
Chief James Collins and the city
officials are pleased at the result
coming from the warfare being
waged against the unlicensed ca-
nines of this city, as the people own-
ing dogs are rushing to the treasurer
office to pay their licenses, and sev-
eral hundred dollars have been
turned into the city's strong box
within the past day or two by par-
ties fearing their pet will be taken
up by the dog catchers and sent to
the. slaughter yard. This evidences
the Not .tiat the owners were going
the limit time before being forced
to pay licen but now they
the inevitable i hey do not abide by
the. law and pro re a tag for their
animal
About twenty dojo were taken up
yesterday by the caters who are
provided with a large coal wagon,
covered with wire netting, to form
a cage into which the animals arc
throwi . when caught without their
- Late in the afternoon the
catchers finished their first day's
work in this respect and carried the





where the yelping curs and other
breed, are being kept for a day or
two in order to give their owners
time to get them out by paying the
licenses At expiration of these "days
of grace" the canines will be killed
Ard turned over to the "carcass
crematory" moored in tho river
ntarby, where the bodies will be
converted into soap grease.
The catchers will continue mak-
ing daily trips over the city gather-
ing up all unlicensed dogs, until the
last single one is either killed, or
their owners pay the requisite sum
to tag them.
ports most satisfctorily results in
this connection, as members all over
the commonwealth are liberally re-
sponding to the request and forward-




Last evening, 'the Kentucky was
filled by a large audience, witnessing
the minstrels given by the Paducah
Eagles. It was a repetition of their
entertainment of several weeks ago,
and all participating rendered well
their parts, and kept the large crowd
in a huge state of delight for severak
hours.
CHILDREN DIE.
Two Lads by Name of Williams Died
Here Yesterday.
Lewis, the s-year-old. son of Mr.
Roy Williams, died yesterday morn-
ing at 9 o'clock, of typhoid fever, at
their home in 319 Clark street. The
remains will be interred at Qak
Grove cemetery this morning at to
o'clock.
Another Chia
The to-year-old son of Mr. Arthur
Williams, of *Nis Broad street, died
yesterday morning, and was buried
yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock in
Oak Grove cemetery.
Open Purses For
-tratZ) yestorday morning at 3
o'clock the relief fund in money con-
tributions only, had reached over




Let us take them down for you
and store them in our warehouse,
dry and clean, and put them up
again in the fall when you are ready
for them. We do this at a very
snail cost, and is a great saving to
sou. For further particulars call at










It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operato




241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
All Kinds Monuments an General Cemetery Work
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monunfental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EX OS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS' ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
U
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.













We Make Shoes to Orde
309 Broadway, - P h, Ky.
neseesioseimmise•••••••••••• C44141141,48
4.4111m=4•MOIMMIZMEND
. We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the facto/7, thus saving you . the
—Middleman's profit, at we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in./Paducah, by Paducah
Nyco/Pk/pen and strictly guaranteed.
Paducah Saddlery Company









the very first, was absolutely unique.
STEMPEL'S WAY OP TELLER:4i
['tansy took all the credit for the cliscov-
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
THE TRUTH.
i try, as he does, for almost everything,
but he does not boast about it so much
ROW.• IN:" 
• •• =======1
Tomorrow and Sunday two excel-
lent games of baseball will be wit-
nessed here between the Paducah
team and the crack Alton Blues that
are coming over from St. Louis. The
latter is one of the best teams ever
sent out from that city, and they will
be greeted here by a large crowd of
fans. who will go out to ste the-"In-r
8ians" cat up the visitors.
Game at Metropolis.
The Paducah high school baseball
club goes to Metropolis tomorrow to
pay a game with the school team of
t city.
Bye Bye, to Etahie.
ig Chief Lloyd had to part with
hie and doubtless the parting gave
and the fans a pain, for Brahie
good player. But there are
rs, and Lloyd will fill the vacan-
•ith something just as good—or
r.
Nippert Back Again.
n Nippert has been added to the
icah team. The Sun says of hi'm:
ippert is from Ohio—the same
where most all the i906
from—and has been playing io
sta, Ga., in the South Atlanti •
. He is a sure thrower, relia-
tcher and knows the game from
to finish. He will make Padu-
strength sure, there being no
laces witIrNippert in the).ne-
•
e Haute's Good Opinion.
Vincennes bunch is a fast ag-
n. The players arc nearly
e bunch that captured the
in the K. I. T. league last
hey had to make a race that
q al to Central league playing
orde to land the rag and from the
showin they are makin; this early
in the ear, they will give all th
e
other t ns of the league a might
y,
stiff dose of hot-foot for th5 
cloth;
again.--Irerre Haute Tribune.
Alice and the Indians.
While Vincennes was administer-
ing two defeats to the Terre Haut
e
Central league team Saturday and
Sunday, the Paducah Ritty League
team turned a like trick with 
the
Evansville Central leaguers. Satur-
day's score was 5 to o, and Sunday's
9 to 8 in favor of Paducah. Danville
Kitty league team also defeated the
Decatur Three-I league team by a
score of 4 to 0. Now who says the
Kitty league isn't there with the
goods?—Vin'cennes Commercial.
Johnny Goes Marching Home.
Vincennes is rejoicing over the re-
turn of Johnny Duggan, the star
. pitcher of last yer. He was drafted
by Nashville in the Southern l
eague
but has been returned to Vincennes
on account of a superfluity of pitch-
ers. This strengthens Vinc
ennes
greatly in the box.—Mattoon Star.
Americans Win in
the Olympic Games.
Phalerum, Greece, April 36.—C. M.
Daniels, N. Y. A. C., holder of the
world's championship too-yard swim
-
ming record, won the final heat in th
e
too-meter swimming race here today
.
Time, 1:13. Halmay of Hungary, wa
s
second; Healy of Australia, was 
third
and Derbyshirt of England, wa
s
fourth.
Daniels won anexcellent race by a
yard. He set the pace throughout
and finished strong.
The free style discus throwing in
the stadium today was marked by a
number of fine performances. Mar
-
tin J. Sheridan, Irish-American A. C.o
New York. the American cham
pion
discus thrower, won. Distance a
t
metres. 46 centimetres, beating th
e;
world's record. Giorgantas. Greece,
was scc(md, with 38 metres. 6 
centi-I
third. 36 metres, 82 centrimetres.
Play Like Pennant Winners.
Vincennes has been having fun
„with the much landed Universi
ty
Ottani of Bloomington, Indiana. 
The;
Ali&s are a fact lot and will prov
e
to be one of the best drawing 
cards'
in the K„. I. T kague. In the 
in-
itial gamey .eti all around .th
e;
University lacw Al/Wallace, who has,
been conside Vincennes' weakest'
pitcher, was ar le firing line and
e, allowing but
out eleven
I cr, and Neal, infielder. Mc
Kean
acted like a man' who knew his busi-
ness, but he did not seem to have
what Belt c tnsidered necessary for
a pitcher in the Kitty league. Nea
was a big strong fellow and seemed
to be able to hit the ball every time
he came to the bat, but he did not
put his weight behind it.. He was not
a finished fie:der, and while he may
develop there was net enough time
or exhibition 'Fames to make it worth
while trying to make a fast enough
man out of him for minor league
company befc .e the opening of the
season.—Jekse iville Courier.
Ha L it for Us.
Cairo as at present lined up fears
no team in the league except Padu-
cah, Vincennes, Danville, Mattoon
and Jacksonville being out-classed,
but we want lit bei-t the Indians and
will not rest content unless we can
turn the trick.—Cairo Bulletin.
Danville Fans Displeased.
A shakeup is likely to take place in
the Danville team. The defeat of the
team by Paris in art exhibition game
several days ago stirred up the fans,
and /they protested against the team
v ',ch was to represent their town.
le directors stand by Manager
..ortham, but it is more than likely
the team will be strengthened before
the see•on opens.—Chicago Tribune.
On the Croquet Order.
Speaking of the St. Louis Globe-
Cairo game the Bulletin vents its
spleen as follows:
One thousand spectators saw the
visitors ea dawn to defeat in a loose-
ly played listless game replete with
errors, hard hitting and erratic plays,
erratic !King a synonym for "dumb"
in he present instance.
Both teams—Cairo and Globes,
made spectacular exhibitions in the
farce on the national game and the
leas: said about the eight and one
half spasms that were put on as an
eye opener to the regular league sea-
son, is the better—the only consola-
tion to the affair is that Cairo won —
rather cold comfort to the fans, vvho
really love to see "inside" ball—the
scientific feature, even though Cairo
loses occasionally.
The score by innings:
R: H. E.
Globes .. •0 t oso cosi o-6 6 8
Cairo ... o 1 2 2 0 0 X-7 13 6
Batteries — Talbot and Gleason;
Way, Woodring. Hatch and Wolfe.
Umpire—Ed Powers.
At one time the Globes were so
busily engaged in making runs, and
it being difficult to retire the side,
that some one suggested calling the
fire department to put them out.
With the Boys.
A swift game of bell was played
between -."The ' Kids" and "The
Pearls" yesterday afternoon at the
Sixth and Husbands street grounds,
which resulted in "The Kids" send-
ing the others to defeat by a score
of 7 to 6. Colonel Mitchell umpired
the game, while the lineup was as fol-
lows:
The Pearls—R. Moore, c.; J.
Sctimidtt, p.; L. O'Brien, lb.; G. Kat-
terjohn, ab.; A. Moore, 3b.; R. Mer-
cer, ss.; G. Segelton, If.; D. Carroll,
cf.;  Schmidtt, rf.
The Kids—H. St. John, c.; P. Gal-
lagher, p.; C. Enders, ib.; L. Levy,
ah.; C. Keith, 3h.; H. Berry, ss.; R.
Howischer, If.; U. Griffith, cf.; W.
Shephard, rf.
Claim Notice,
McCracken Circuit court, E. 0,
i14.11111..3, etc., Plff.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
etc., def:s.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master Qom-
missioner, of this court to take
f the
estate of Jinnie Payne, deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate arc required to
prorterly 'verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 5th day of May, 1906 or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the administrator,
unadrninistered; and all persons are
,bereby enjoinel and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as
rrequired by law:
This April 9th, 1906.
A cop attest:
• J. A. MILLER, clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
pitch«I a 'gril
four, hits and strikin
men.
The Alices secured twe tee hits off
Dunlap, two of which wells\ home
runs, one by Mattison and ora.e by
Donavan. The features or the k e
were Donavait'e hitting and fieldin
and a fine Catch by French. The
grounds were derittedly muddy, which
made good playing difficult. The re-
R. H. E.
stilts were as follows:
Vincennes 8 12 2
Indian; 'UltiVersity  1 4 3
Batteries—Vincennes, Wallace and
Matteson: Indiana University, Dun-
lap and McFerren.
Coming Home. - ,
Louisville, Ky., April 25—A report
from Ixffiteon is that Mary Anderson
Navarro w'hll come to Louisville dur-
ing Home CciNing Wieek in June. It
will be the grea actress' first visit to
her childhood Ito e since she left
America.
Of course all the men in the °Moe saw
! that Stempel was entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that cost the firm over
, $100 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Torn Paston's order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
I galloon at three ceats when it shouldhave been eight. Paston makes his
3s and fis a good deal alike anyway, but
; he's too valuable a man to fire and it
I seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
and was in a great flurry about it, but
Stempel, when he looked over the book,
said at once that he had called it wrong
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have been
in a good humor, for he only told Stem-
pel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
He had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though He wasn't extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel-
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, never laughed or Joked
much.
One time Dixie was telling a story
about an uncle of his who was a great
swimmer. He said lie swam 15 miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that had drifted sway from its
moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
course. He asked Stempel what be
thought of it. I guess he was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on addressing envelopes,
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel l slowly and so-
berly, "I don't betievel it No, sir, I
don't believe it. I krow what the Mis-
sissippi current is and I know what a
lop raft is to tow. I doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 15 miles in two
hours and 19 minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
Of course thattickled Tansy. As Ise&
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
Mer made a great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him at first and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and, al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
a little sore all the same, because what
Stempel said about us, being the truth,
hit us hard occasionally.
One day 'Pansy told me that he had
asked Stempel what he thought of me
and Stempel replied that he didn't care
to say.
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
he lad not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy, "and he said at last
that It did. He went on to say—"
I told him that if he told me what
Stempel went on to say I'd mulch his
head and that stopped him. I was hot,
though, and after I'd thought It over I
went to Stempel and told him that /had
beard he hadn't a high opinion of
"Did Tansy tell you that?" be asked.
"He did, and before all the crowd," I
replied. "Now it's up to you to explain."
"Did be tell you what else I said—
what I based my opinion on?" he asked,
gently.
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
stand for it."
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
I think it did me good. Anyway, I took
It and Stempel and I are good friends
now.
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about it and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
him what he thought of Tansy.
grinned. He thought he was
going to get a few boquets.
"I'd prefer not to say," said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
know what Stempel means when he says
that, Tangy."
It didn't tease Herbert, though. He
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you think of me. old
man," he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
know thyself."
"I don't thiuk you would," said Stem-
"I'm not to.Piftil, old felle'n, go
sheaf]," said Tansy.
"If you insist on it I'll tell you, itesid
Stempel, who was rather pale. 'Pm
sorry to say that I consider you dishon-
orable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
my confidence in you, and Weiser% in-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
ship for me to my fnce and make fun ot
me to others. I don't consider you de-
cent. .If it's the plain trath you wait,
there you have It."
Short and sweet, wasn't it? It ought
to have done Tansy good if it didn't."-e-
Chicago Record-Herald.
The towboat Tnvernèes is due
irom the Mississippi river with it.
ager Belt decapitated McKean, pitch- ti
mber tow. \ •
Not up to Standard.
The official, ax fell again and Man-
Tempered with Morey.
Niobrary Jake (leader of vigilantes)
—Greaser Pete. yet 'n ornery, sneakin'
hoes thief 'ad don't d'sarve no mercy
weratsumever; but th' boys 'vs decided
t' give ye a ch'ire atwIx' suicide and a
riolent death. Now, w'ich d' ye gretsrI
Piwk
THE LAKE OF SACRIFJCE.
Louisiana Body qf Watei About
Which There Is an Indian
Legend.
Lake Ca-ta-ou la, the sacred lake of
the Indians, Ilea ensconced, as it were,
in the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east side of the Teche at about
nine miles from the town of St. Mar-
tinville. The beauty of its scenery
and its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal in the state, nye
the New Orleans States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
its depth averages from 90 to lob
feet.
The word Ca-ta-cu-la means the lake
of sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthatr a
daughter, gives us the origin of that
name.
The Tetimetchec Indians, being
threatened with dire calamity, the na-
ture of which we know not, their
prayermen consulted their oracles, and
were informed that to propitiate the
great Manitou and to avert the calami-
'y a fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the Cruel god and her
soul drowned in the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-ou-la.
The beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herself
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed in all the finery and pic-
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
princess, she repaired to the lake in
a hose waters she was to find a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maid-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided in her light canoe on the
waters of the lake until she bad
reached the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands ex-
tended toward the heavenly mansion
oi the great Hannon, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
sacrifice to propitiate him and :o
avert the calamity that threatened her
people.
With radiant smile she then turned
toward the shore of the lake where
knelt the wecoing maidens. She waved
her hand gently to them, bidding them
an eternal adieu, and plunged Into Its
eters. to be sPen no more.
Superdtitons rersons assert that
Even to this day in times of great
( Comity and mi dentine. when tio
reaon spans tit" so!:, and shin's peren”
oo the high h votes. strer.Oorg with
silvery fringe the gentle ripples l'1
the late, a shadowy form is seen gita -
.ng on Its waters In a light canoe, witn
itands extenileel heavenward, and teley
say that all at once, uttering a iii
anti unearthly shrtelt, the ehadatty
form plunges heivilong into the watts
and disappears, while the terror-striek-
cn denizens of the forest answet the
ehrieks with howlitand lugubrious boo',-
mg's. •
From that time Lake Ca-ta-onla be
came the sacred lake of the India:le
and every year they repaired to this
spot to propitiate the great Manitoe
with t,beir offerings and sacrifice% into
its crystalline waters they plunged
themselves to get cleansed of their
moral and physical impurities; into I's
sacred waters they dipped their &Mil-
lets and arrows to avert approaching
calamities and to protect themselves
egainst the devices of the evil spirit
He who could not make this yearly
rilgrimage felt despondent and un-
happy, and his inability to follow the
others in the saintty Journey boded
hint no good.
If while performing his immersion
in the lake one Moult! happen to
drown, his memory was execrated, and
his death was considered the judg-
ment of the great Manitou as 
an atone-
ment for the crimes committed by
him.
The lake Is still milled Ca-ta-on-
la.
the lake of asevilMe, but the 
great
Manitou, like hie Indian worshipers,
Is new a thing of the past.
Treat Nakao Pat Turkeys.
"Cold weather makes fat turkeys."
said the poulterer.
"Why r
"Because in a warm fall the ground
keeps loft, the vegetation lingers 
on
and the fields are fell of worms an
d
hugs. What's the result? The resul
t
ts that the turkeys, from sunrise 
till
dark, tramp the tempting fields on lon
g
forages, eating the worms and bugs,
which thin them, and walking all their
soft and fine flesh into tough, stringy
"A cold fall, with early frosts and
snows, freezes the ground and kills
the bugs. Then the turkeys are not
tempted to wander. Thou loaf in the
farmyard, gorge an abundance of
grain, and put on flesh like a middle-
aged woman at a seashore hotel.
"But in a warm fall, hunting the ir-
resistible hug, the turkeys do their Ii
or 20 miles regularly, and become ath-
letes. For athletic turkeys there is no
public demand."
The Lawyer.
Now, guess who it is that takes an.
oath "whereby he invokes God's help
that he may do no falsehood nor con-
sent to the doing of any in court; that
he may not wittingly or willingly pro-
mote or sue any false, groundless or
nniawful suit, nor give aid or con-
to the same: that be may delay
no man for lucre or    malice, but that
he may conduct heneeir with all good
fidelity." Guess who takes that oath.
But you would never guess It Is the
world. It is the lawyer.—Kansas City
PrIoe I SA
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Pak* for Only art Tin sin
(case Wir/4 011 D1111 $4.53)
NO SORE TROUBLE FROd PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
't VS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intent ten il knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire
Two Neadmi Thessam/ pairs mew In Weal use. Over
tweedy-Ire Thomism/ pain mid last year.
$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES £J L Y
.80
N WA rabbi's. tamed
"A" - PI • •
MA silk fhb -
to pssoss• orateksg. This
ttr• will outlast nary mar
anake—SWIT, SLASTIC and
MAST lails1110,
wifing?jpetcrallireslity of rubber. witch never becomes perms mid which closes up small punctures
I/ made le en shwa Ills lively and easy riding, very datable and lined inside
without allowing the air to escape We have hundred, of betters from 'Mbar customers swung
that their tires ham oily beau plumped up once or twine 13 a whole season. They weigh no more thin
au ordi tie., the parttime resisting qualities being gime by several lagers of thin, special: y
or soft roads is overcome by tleg patent " et Weave" tread which presents all air from being
prepared fa the tread- That "Holdraijiatck" sense osanasosly felt when riding on asphalt
squeezed out between the tins lad the thus overcossimy all seeticte. The regular pri
m of these
tires is 111 30 par mar. but for advertising penrpoaes we are melthe a medal factory price t
o the rider
of only keeper pair. All orders shipped same day letter is ved We skip C.0.11 on approval.
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them Strictly es ted.
We will altostratus* dlescsust Of 5 per met (thereby making the price per pair) if you seed .
TULL CASH WITH ORDirt and enclose this adverdeemest We rill also seed one nickel,
plated bras hand pump and. to Sampson metal puncture damn as fetepeld orders ftheesteneral.
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or Tires to be tetanus&
at OUR expert if for any reason they are aot satisfactory Ma
We are perfectly reliable mad money sent to us la ea mkt as fa • bank. Ask your Pastaissiterh
Banker, ftieses or fr_reigha dipist or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pa
ir ell•
these tires, you will not they will ride maker, run faster, wear better, last longe7.and loon..
Stier than anytime you used or seen at any prim. We know that prm will he
m veil Diming.:
order at note, hence this We tire offer.
that when yaw waist * will give us your order. We want you to *cod us lo email tool'
butit-up-wbseas• saddles, pedals. parts andh:2=
00ASTEDEPORAKES, everything In the hicyr le line sr! mid' by us at
prints clamped by dstaillresiaLrepair men. Write for our beg SUNDRIflestialogue.
no
NOT 
moor bievel,...r ai postal today. DO NOTIVIIIINIL OF IOW UM




lEAD 1,TALE COMPANY, 0140.9"J 1." 11110AlkIla ILL
hot in That Case.
Ile--Do you believe that if one per- ,
am gives another a pair of scissors
It will ant their friendship?
ALL PAPER
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAIHS WE.. HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. UM amiss,
I
mumun,=========
For the next few days WaUpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sex for
tsc per roil.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will,
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks,
itt=IMIESIStintdttddidatetta
21111111111111111Ir ALAMO
sliver scissors with toe monogram wk.
She—Not if it's a nice little pair of 
C. C. LEE. 315- Sway.-Answers. •
ENT IS ALL IT WILL COST YOUto write fcr our big TRICK RICTCLX cat•loguirshowing the most complete line of high-erne -1111CYMKR THUM and INUNDUI11.1 at rawer
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer its the world,
from
at ay. ,J1,7••
OT 00 oar k-ad eV' UTIFU, Mail 700 here received CA1T cotuplete tree Cate'
tonnes illourat tog and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grain
bicycles, old patterns and latest models,. aid learn of OUF remarkable LOH
PRICES sod ',wonderful mow seam las& possible by selling from facer,
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
SNIP ON APPNOVAL writ hoof a mai deposit', Pay tb• r•sagat sod
allow 10 Days Fres Trial sad make other liberal terms which no othci
bore in the world will do_ You will learn everything and get much vale
awe informatios by simply writing r a postai.
to make mowegattialljtateroung man who apply at ere.
We need a In every town and me oder as opportune,








for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.




Superior Facilities for Office
liandlinz Freight. Niachinery 2nd and Monroe
And liou.4eholp3oods. Roth 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Stwt.
Next loWashingllishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping Is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro..
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot) Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ash., in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South F nirth Is..„ 325 Kentucky A7entse,
DO NOT sour A BICYCLE
••••••••••
- eellegr ' 7
CANNON STOPS HAIL. THE MULCAHY'S RIS
E GINSENG IN MAINE. BRITISH SHELL O
F 1812. MOURNING IN JAPAN. Lemon Chill Tonic
iN
HOW IT BRED GREAT DI& I
SATISFACTORY ItESUVIS OF EX-
PERIMENTS IN FRANCE.
Damage from Storms Absolateko
Checked in Localities Where
Firing Has Been
Done.
The cannon defense against hail
forms the subject of a report to the
'date departmeat by United States
Consul Covert at Lyon, France. The
Hail Cannon society of Limas has
prepared a report on the use 41 the
cannon during the past year. The re-
port deals with the experience of 28
cannon-ffring societies, which need 463
cannon in)* number of storms. It ap-
pears that during the 16 years prier
to the use of cannon the losses frosi
hail amounted to about $3,088,000, asi
that dueing the five years in whkh
cannon have been la use in the same
territory the losses were but $159,112.
During the year 1904 the mune loom-
munes sustained no losaee whatever.
a fact attributed entirely to use of
cannot. The writer of tbe report
says 
"We base our confidence it the
efficacy of the firing on the feet that
the thunder and lightning ceased, the
wind abated and the clouds disap
peered under the Meng of the cannon,
and a mild fall of rain and soft snow
enceeeded. These facts are undenia-
ble."
The report reviews the results of
the firing in 1113 storms during the
months of April, May, June. July and
September. The results are generally
he same—cessation of the thunder
and lightning, dfspersien of the clouds
and a slight fall of rain and snow.
Where no cannon were used the hall
fell and caused serious damages. "The
communes not defended by cannon
suffered enormously." In speaking of
one storm the report says:
"This 'term wac literally arrested
at the east on the boundaries of the
firing. lea the northwest and a little
distance from the cannon a hurricane
swept over the country with riolence,
everywhere causing treat damage."
The report contains several pages
on the etone of July 22, 1904, which
caused great damage in some parts of
the country not protected by the can-
not. This hurricane caused incalcu-
lable damage in 29 communes. Two
communes. Lozanne and Belmont,
were entirely desolated. "but they had
but • few cannon, one six and the
other eight They are separated by
a great distance from the country that
Is provided with cannon." Tbe mayor
ef Losanne, who is the president of
the society for defense against the
hail. wrote Slat his neigbbers found
-themselves upon the edge of the com
mune, where there was no defense
against the ball and were enable to
resist • storm of witch nolenee He
says: eOuring the find few minutes
of the storm the firing was followed
toy the falling of a few soft hale:tones,
and everybody noticed, even in that
general storm, that the thunder and
lightning diminished as the firing con.
tinned, and that the diminution was
caused by the canaen." In several
places all traces of vegetation disap-
peared and the consternation was.
erase In the wine-growing communes
The mayor of Belmont reports that
the firing was powerless in his com
mune on account of the small number
ef cannon.
'nee report mentions several Intuit
Use where the firing was very active
and it says the hail was checked wheel
the firing commenced. In the cerretn
known as Arbresie there were, free
all accounts, but few caenon in nee
and the destruction from hail wa-
widespread and disastrous.
In the great Beaujolais wine die
fret, where the ceuntry "fairly.bils
e fled with canner," the farmers NO
that they found it necessary to Ihe
cnly on the boulelaries of the lair
vineyards, and tieet. as a rule, bee
very little flrine rerred in the ern
r of the field. Tee COTIfIli toys h
has met a dozen or 'more Noe. win.
growers who aioert empeatieally the
-they have not the reenoteet doubt o
the efficacy of the cation to deserts*
the hail In the clouds and to turn
into a mild rain.
"The use of cannon egeinet
;hell," nays Consul Ocreiert. "will lin
doubtedle continue In lernnee untl
some authority appointed by the pf,
ernuirut hattasue t.nt,-+Ise
;experiments and demonstrate ite im
potency, If such e. thing be poslIble
The farmers of Airbreele. where he:
few cannon were toed, are preparito
,to wage a more effective campaign
'against the hell neat yeer. Their
president and the other officers of their
esocieties are of the opinion that the
oO e; enure of their losses -this year
•was the failure to uso a euflicient
et:lumber of cannon."
The 'Strain ;of American We.'
April 16, 1888.—Speaking of the
°stork' of Arnerlean life," W. de
eared that "every ,man hi trying to
outdo every other man—giving up
modesty. giving up honesty. giving ue
generoeity, to do it; treating a war,
every man against (every man; the
whole wretched business falsely keyed
by money-ideals, money-politics,
Cooney-religions, money-men."—"With
Walt Whitman in Camden," la- Oen.
fury. •
Force of Habit.
Atnerding to the New York Sun,
physicists rOsrted a model insane asy-
lum with El S.,,N3Ciai ward for crazy
chauffeurs meet motorists.
"But I don't see any patients," said a
ivisitor to whom the automobile ward
'wets shown.
"Oh," the physician replied, "they're
Il Unaer the eote fixing the slats."
In the days when the Muleshys
lived in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior,
Studs It of • Univereity Law Schoolhad been the dominating force in the
household. la Bango
r, Maine, Finds •
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house year in and year out until
he nad amassed a savings amount that
represented comparative wealth. Then
foreuee, in the guise of the superinten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage dawn In the
"Patch," with the annoaneement that
the owner of the quarry was anxious
to sell it at a moderato price.
With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire to better their residence. They
bombarded their mother continuously,
but all she would say was, "Ye'll have
to ash himself." "lalinself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub-
ject was broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that it
wouid have to be good enough for
Mysterious Source of
Riches.
If a rich vein of wed-le:tiring quarts
had been discoveeed on the side of
Whitney's mounteezt the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
gully during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is John
U. Thurlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
gor. last year it was noticed that
he joined in none of the Saturday
games played by the students.
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
them, that he wanted to go to his home In
Bet their constaet pleadings and Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
complaining' finally won from thcir his parents, though it was noticed that
father a reluctant corsent to purchase he never left his boarding place on
a hones more suited to their improved
fortunes. Marion, who had been Mary
'Ann; JuNette, who bad been Julio
and Marfuerite, Who had been Maggie,
finally decided on a residence in an ex-
clusive neighborhoo,1 fronting a small
partway. Mrs. Mulcahy packed her
4ew,l-elong1ngs with a sigh. The con-
trol of the house had been shifted from
Jeremiah :to the three daughters. She
anticipated trouble, for their supervis-
ion sag certain to be more personal
than that of her husband had been.
From morning Ull night It was fault-
finding In the house of Mulcahy. The
three girls were discontented. They
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reason for their
disqliet was the fact that the soeiety
which they had expected to be gladly
received in, once they had left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely no no-
tice of them. Not cre of their new
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth In the afternc,ons,
breve In their finery, they met no one
who knew them. They were lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
blame for their lark of social success
•on their poor inotber. Their childish
dread of their tether prevented them
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah
cordially hated the, elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
alifsybe it's all right, Mary Ann," he
said dubiously to his wife, "but I'd
like a place where I could smoke hi
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
in the parlor and Julia wop't let me
smoke in the library, and Maf.glo
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yander"—h• pointed in
the direction of the kitchen—"won't
let me it me foot in there at all."
All this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gave way under the strain of loneli-
ness and worry and a real homesick-
ness for the place she had called beam
for so long. Marion promptly decided
that her mother needed a leoropean
tour. She suggested It to tbe doctor
tentaUvely. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haughty Marton
was afraid.
"I think that your mother needs ab-
solute rest and quiet," he told her.
He held an earnest confersation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the latter announced that be would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
would not tell oae of them where they
were going. The three stormed and
railed, but their father was adamant.
Not a word did they hear from them
for three weeks. By this time they
were in a frenzy of fear lest death had
overtaken the wanderers. Then one
day Juliette met down town old Mrs.
Daly, who had lived next to them in
the "Fetch.' There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed her most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
it with her first sentence: "I thought
you sere away while your father and
mother were over es the old house."
"In the rid house f" cried Juliette.
"Pliers else but in the old house?"
demanded Mrs. Daly. And it's a finer
sight better your ma es since she came.
I suppose you'll be now that
you've come homey"
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
-that they Asa -Devoe eapeeted to
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
tea opened the door. Mrs. Mulcahy
looked up from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to bid them come in. The three
had not waited for the invitation. They
had already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
before them. They wept, they scolded,
they eaJoied, they pleaded, they threat-,
ened. But Jeremiah and Mary Ann
were unmoved.
"It's ours." maid the old man, "and
we'll come here whenever It pleases
us. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our days In comfort
You have what you want. We are
going to take what we want, for a
change. And if you sbow any mind
not to let us. I'll make you come hack
here and 'ell the other house. If you'll
mind 'your own business and leave us
to ourselves we'll divide our time be-
tween the two places."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann;
Juliette, who had been Julia, and Mar-
guerite, who had been Maggie, accept-
ed' the decision of Jeremlaa in silence, doing 
for the past two years."
The old man held the balance of pow- "I 
am astonished."
er. They looked at their mother re- 
"And to-night I am going to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"B—but why are you going to dis-
card him?"
"Discard him? Why, you goose, 1
sa.gemp &mast _ LAB t
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a $600
piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudien &C.C.'S to riches, and most of
the enuntry had something to talk
about for a year to corns. The expla-
nation made by young Thurlough was
very simple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg,
and one day when he was calling on
her the family wait to Sarsaparilla gul-
let,/ to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla gulley had gone through
the coanty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and checkerberry leaves
and sugar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compotert ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a new
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, be took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were ginseng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having • good working knowledge
of the law, young Thurlough bonded
the land lying on either side of the
gully, and spent allot his spare time dig.
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quick sale at
$2.h0 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up about e10.001
last year, and sold his provisions)
lease to a Boston company for $8.00(
in cash.
It is aesertedthat the company has dug
and sold ginseng roots valued at
000 the past season, and now that the
affair is no longer a secret, hundred'
of eager people are bunting Dlimon'
and Newburg hills In the hope of
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture 'and woodland
have been Aug over, but with unsatis-
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park walking
along the east side of the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance have
been interested in a circular net that
was placed in the stream a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York sun, for the double pur
pose of supplying fish dinners to the
birds of the zoo and specimens for
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank leade
oat to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The nab
coming to the bank to feed enter the
mown and naturally swim back into
deep water, but they find the net nate
rowing, and when they slide through
the small hole in the end of the fun
net of the same style. The net is
about 15 feet long and four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp and suckers weighing from e
quarter of a pound to three poends
have been taken in this way for ,the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures. The keepers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and baits captured
are sent to the aquarium to he ex-
hibited, or in emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mnd
turtles wander into the net.
prow/gully, but she was humming
softly. They glared at their father
angrily, but he was smoking his pipe
.gain and reliding his aswelisre- gm going to marry hlvil"—Oolumbus
It Was All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him retain."
"You don't mean itrs
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa three rights a week
and call Me pet names as he has been
CiOlLFORT.
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SMALL FORTUNE.
Baltimore Man Brings Up in Fish
Net Relic of the Rev-
olution.
An interesting relic of the war of 1812
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay in a fish geine by B. It. Stull,
of Wu city, says the Baltimore Ameri-
can. The relic is a shell which is sup-
posed to have heeu dropped overboard
from one of the British warships whien
assailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronounced
it a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to find out what
was inside, and, placing it under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed
about-a gill of black powder, which is is
good conditiou,. came out. There was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull cou-
tlnued to dig, and at last dislodged I%
lea len but:ets, each about five-eighths
of an uiivh In diameter, which had been
drolly eeitiedded In brimstone.
Ti" shell is five and five-eighths
inches in diameter and, with its coo
tents weighs 22 pounds.
It was also learned by Mr. Stull Thal
the wooden cap was a portion of the
shell, the method of shooting the ebeii
being to place the cap on the shell. w ILI)
a fuse leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shell.
The powder charge for the gun was then
either tied or wrapped around the out-
side of the wooden cap and the whole
placed in the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,
which in turn carried a spark to tie,
powder in the "bell. The spark reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas ti
form, and this exploded the shell, the
Leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF -CRAPE PULLERS"
New Line of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.
"Crape pullers get a 20 per cent
(-ore m I ss on," said the conservative
finri3t. **That commission comes off
the flowers, though," be added, sneer.
in'. 
'What is a crape puller?"
"A crape puller is a man who,
watching the death notiaee in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
families and solicits orders for flow-
ers for the funeral. We call such a
man • crape puller eontemptuoucly,
pretending that be gets indoors by
yanking the crape which hangs from
the door bell.
'A good many forests eiecoarage
crape pulling—in fact live on it
They have booklets, Illustrated with
photographs, that tell all about the
varteus deelems. taey make. With
these booklets ene crape puller can
solicit orders in an intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't encouraie
crape pulling. We consider it unseem-
ly and Indecorous in the arst place,
and in the second place, since the big
commission comes not out of the
pocket of the florist,. but off the or
der of the purchaser, we consider it a
little dishonest het death is always
with us. i .orists must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to find a
modern beating plant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter how re-
mote it may be, said a representative
of a prominent heating appliance man
ufactory.
Not ee very long ago or company
was asked to make an eltimate for
putting in a modern steam plant in s
sod house on a lonesome Nebraska
ranch I !taw the house, and while it-
exterior was not very prepossessing
its interior was most comfortably fit
ted rip and furnished. It had six
rooms, I think, all of them liberal In
size. and Etted out in a modern way,
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely hadn't got around to buildine
a wood, stone or brick residence. Hir
sod house in located about 40 miler
from a railroad and in a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife (returned from church to he?
husband, *BO luid-liUYed at homer —
You should have heard Dr. Doe's sec
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know whec anything has made such
a profound impression on me. I
think it will make a better woman ol
me as long as I live.
Husband—old you walk home?
••()h, no; I took a car, and, do you
know, John, the continctor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved a
nickel. Wasn't I luckyre --Chicago
Journaie
Parsimony in Church.
'The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar
Ing, in the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, it were an offering far
too small," at the same time groo
ins In the recesses of ber trousers
for the threepenny-hit which he knows
to be there.—Vanity Fair.
Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
St. Petersburg, Vienna, Parts. Rome
and Brussels. The operators are most-
ly women who ars proficient in the
languages of the principal countries
of Ifinropti. These highly trained and
well-educated women are employed at
modest salaries.
a.
Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Fyes of the
Public.
In Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear-
ance with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord.
fug to Lafcadlo Hearn, this is net
In the smallest sense an evidence of
indifference. The Japanese, he de-
clares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it la
impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of con-
tentment, even though his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice is ce:ite the re-
verse. It considers the sufferer, not
his friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing: mourning
is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
ponents of the practice have thought-
lessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re-
marks Of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
anti, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent. The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the embezzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment.
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organized. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or • full equivalent
In work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American goverement by the
new Republic of Panama nf a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean, in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally, inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on an investment, and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
Interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization. it is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a muct
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. In
short, the American government is ft 
fromordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the goverameot and
its advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to erstruct, and how should h
be construe
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talesman Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
In a northern California town a sup-
posed murder has been committed, re-
lates Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
natural causes, and was buried with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with.' After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred 6y the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
thing the talesman to ascertain if any
of  them were prejudiced against Indi-
ans.
Talesman Taylor was upon the street
undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you or your tam-
ii,' any harm at any time?" asked the
prosecutor.
"No." replied Taylor.
"Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with alb In-
dian?" .
"No," replied Taylor, 'except that
my wife's mother ware killed by an
Indian."
Good Advice.
Magistrate—Bo you want to get a
separation from your wife! 'Artist's
the matter with her?
Ayr-Meant—She behaves most brutal-
ly toward me. She treats me like a
dog and works me like a horse.
-I'm afraid, tpy good man, I can do
nothing for you. You'd `otter go  to
the Sod* for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Alitmals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"fateful thing, she is!" exclaimed
Miss Pretty, angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm as much
above her as—"
"Tut! tnt!" interrupted her fiance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
'cigars ceases to be a rosebud when it
teeins to b:o.v."Ir-PLiladelphia LedgAr
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEI,V,
WILL CURE NER1."'NUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RES-10RE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER- ,
FECT HEALTH.




Will practice in .1 courts or Xze
tucL-y.





J. C. Flournoy Coal R
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LAWYERS
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Residence too Clay, Old Pho
EXCURSIO
St Louis and Tennessee RA
et company—the cheapest
excursion out of Paducah.
rscir
d bear
$8.00 for the (fund
Trip to lennesse riref
and return.
It is a trip of pleesur ceacaftio
and rest; good service, table,
good rooms, etc. Boats 'e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
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is composed of two thousand retail
druggists, scattered throughout the
United States, who have concen-
trated their league buying power in
a single, co-operative concern. These
zoo° stares, constitute the gteatest
retail league infilet On earth. Cotise-
otiently the N. C. A. Co., becomes
the largest single customer for to-
bacco eaer known in the history of
the cigar business. That is why We
ean offer the terms??? we do.
MTHERSONS
WANTS 
WANTELi—For U. S. Arnie;
able-bodied unmarr.cd men between
ges of 21 and 35; citizens of the
Inited States, of good Character and
emperate habits, who can speak, read
nd write English. Fhr information
PPly to Recruiting offices, New
ichinqnd House. Paducah, Ky.
WHIT dinjng room girls wanted





nished at Hinson Springs, wr tt or




FO i14\;—Two r00111s, over
Wa ker:rh4ri4g store. Apply to D. A.
Yei
W NTED—Pcui:ion as stenog-
rapher; fcur years' experience. Ad-
dress M. B., Register office.
Ageits sell San Francisco Disas-
ter. ig book. soo page illustra-
tions, highest commissions, freight
paid. Credit. Send roc postage for
rottfit, also beautiful householdipremiui 
ns given. American Publish-
ing hose, Chicago.
•
San Fri:ancisco. Big Book. 500 page
ilrostrations, highest agent's cam-
mission, freight paid. Credit. Send
roe postage for outfit, premiums
given. Big Money. Act quick. N.
A. Donohue Co., Chicago.
WANTED—To' rent one or two
counters, 3/1 or 39 inches high and
from 12 10 20 feet long, for use in Pa-
ducah city office I. C. R. R., 510. .Broadway.
LOST—Pair gold-rimmed nose
glasses between Lee school and
Hotel Craig. Finder return to 332
North Sixth and be rewarded.
INJURED BOYS
Wither Rhodes Moved From Hospi-
tal to Nome—Barnett Lad
Run Over.
Walter Rhodes was yesterday
moved front tkif private wrd in Riv-
erside hospital to the family resi-
dence, on Jefferson, near Thirteenth
-street. The doctors thought they
•wittilii let him stay at the institution
untAnst' edgy; bin.he is improving so
rapidly that they yesterday had him
, taken k e, he being able to
4eave h be ow.
Orlis, the ici7 car-old son of t/C un-
cilman a..., Barnett, had his leg
painfully inj ed yeSteediy by a gro-





Lincoln;., SA, April 26.-rAttorncy
General*OrrlivBrilten today obtained
a temporary restraining,kirder from
the state supreme
Nebraska Lumber












Do not purge, ijut act gently
and thoroughly n liver and
kidneys. Used in Paducah
for thirty years.
••\'...25c
R. W. WALKER .& CO.,
INCORPORATED. „




1 Alexander and Aaron Hurley resdnie
their places on the police force,
while Officers William Roger:. and
William Johnson take their weeks.
vacation.
Detective Briggs Heard This
Occurred at Creal Springs
DRUGGIST STEPHON
ARRESTED BY INSPECTOR
Mrs. Sweetie/ Could Not Resist




Chief Jame, Collins yesterday re-
ceived a ru.mor that the bank at Creel
Springs, Ill., had been blown Open by
burglars and about $14,000 gotten.
Detective Briggs, t. i Carbondale, Ill.,
for the Illinois Central railroad, came
here yesterday with the Odd Fellow
excursion trains, and informed the
chief that he heard, while over in Illi-
nois, that the Creel Springs'safe was
cracked and the sum mentioned got-
ten. The chief tried to confirm the
rumor, but was unable to do so. The
detective did not know for sure
ther it occurred, his information
lig hearsay. The chief expects to
Li 11 for certain today.
Druggist Arrested.
L. M. Stephon, tlie druggist at
Ninth and Kr.ntucky avenue, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officer Emile
Gourieux, upon a warrant taken out
by a state drug inspector, charging
the Stephon firm with selling mor-
Rhine withou. properly labeling it.
Mills Arrested Again.
Sherman Mills, the bartender Of
the New Richmond hotel bar, was ar-
rested and locked up last evening by
Officer Gourieux on the charge of
being drunk and disorderly. It is
charged tliat while intoxicated he
chased Fanny Wilson. at her bawdy
house on W-st Court street. and
tried to cut her with a knife. He has
been arrested several times for hav-
ing trouble with this lewd woman.
Poor Old Soul Again.
Poor old Mrs. Sweeney could not
keep sober, and yesterday, for the
first time in about six weeks, was
again arrested on the charge of being
drunk and disorderly. She was pick-
ed up at Eighth and Jones streets by
Officers Singery and Hessian, and
lodged in jail. She is the unfortunate
old woman who is a confirmed drunk-
ard, and does anything to get money
with which to purchase liquor. She
has not given the police trouble for
the past few weeks, but the only rea-
soa she did not was because she was
confined in the county jail, serving a
month's terrn. for stealing clothing
from William Fferbit, the telegraph
operator. She' got out last week and
swore she never would get drunk
again, bui the curse is upon her, and
she cannot rid herself of the thirst.
For years the officers have nettled
their brain in trying to fathom some
means of getting rid of her, or better-
ing her condition by reform, but they
have long since dropped the puzzle.
Bogus Burglar.
Last evening, people at acog South
Sixth street telephoned Acting Lieu-
tenant Clark. of the force, to send
quickly to that number an officer, as
burglars couW., be heard prowling
around the house, trying to enter.
Driver John Austin, of the patrol
wagon, was rushed up there imme-
diately, but on arriving there, found
that only seu-ne young ladies of the
After neighborhoo.: were playing a joke on
their friends who lived at this num-
ber, and ,rattled the shutters, as if
trying to get in. They did not real-
ize the seriousness Of their prank un-
til the officer arrived.
Must Not Operate Machines.
A niimhor salonnkee 
others, who months ago kept nickel
slot machinrs in their places of busi-
ness, yesterday got them out, for use
during the Odd Fellows' githering,
circus 'day and the carnival next
weok, hut Chief Collins got on to the
racket pretty quick, and ordered the
machines stored away again, or the
operators arrested. The order prov-
ed effective, as none can be found
now for)he susceptible to go up
against and lose all they got, as one
out of twenty does not win:
Witch that for Thieves.
A word' of waning for today and
next week is that everybody keep a
clone watch for crooks and pickpock-
ets, who always fallow circuses and
carnivals.
Feather-Bed Renovators.
aeports have come to the police
force the past day or two that par-
ties are going over the city, gather-
ing up beds to renovate, but never
coming back with them. The police
are looking for the renovators.
Officers Resume Work.
'Today at noon Officers Edward
 _PESTS OF SUMMER
Last night a million inure electric
light bugs arrived in .the city, ap-
parently accompanied by as many
mosquitoes, as the bugs could be
seen around the lights in myriad
form, while the mosquitoes were felt,
not seen. The latter seem to be of
an unusually large size this year, and
if they grow larger as they bask
upon the skin they can be used for
exhibition puelposes at the Horse
Show next fall.
Paralyzed When the Re-
port Was Hard
A letter to friends here from Mr.
G. Leake Thompson of Los Angeles,
Cal., states that the day the earth-
quake visited San Francisco, that
everybody seemed paralyzed in Los
Angeles, where it was feared a simi-
lar visitation would come. The busi-
nesses conducted at Los Angeles,
had to come to a standstill as the
people were afraid to go into them
for fear they would be shook down
upon them like in San Francisco.
Everybody remained out in the open
space to be safe from injury or
death.
For several days after the visita-
tion, the Los Angeles newspapers
got out extra editions every half
hour, the number of special issuc3




Mr. Robert Richardson and bride
will return tomorrow from Mem-
phis, Tenn.
Mrs. L. E. Hotchkiss of Chicago,
yesterday went to Hopkinsville, after
visiting here.
Colonel Victor Van de Male will
return today from a drumming trip
through Tennessee.
Trainmaster L. E. McCabe of the
I. C. has 'gone to Chicago with his
wife who will summer in the North
Miss Nettie Long of Mayfield is
visiting Mrs. George Johnson of
Monroe street.
Dr. J. B. Acree of here has gone
tc Louisville to accept the position
of house surgeon for the Louisville
hospital.
Miss Marjorie Scott today returns
to her studies at Monticello college.
after visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 'rank L. Scott.
Mm'. Win. Nagel and daughter,
Mrs. Harry Meyers, will return to-
morrow from visiting in Louisville
and New Albany, Ind.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and Depu-
ty Gus Rogers yesterday went "to
Pankfort with Nannie Gray, colmed,
who will be placed in prison.
Miss Flora Slinderson and Mr.
George Willitts of Mayfield went
through here yesterday for Metrop-
olis and got married.
Misses Florence Simms, Mabel C.
Kennedy and Minnie Boyd of Mono('
City, Ill.. wer em n the city yesterday
attending the Odd Fellows meeting.
Mr. Louis Henneberger, of Chica-
go, left yesterday for Mt. Vernon,
III., to join his wife, after visiting
his sisters, Mrs. Lou Herring and
Miss Lena Henneberger, of this city.
Judge J. Flem Gordon of Madison-
ville, returne4 here yesterday from
Smithland where he has ben bolding
his circuit court for the past several
weeks.
Mr. Harry V. MicChesney , krsived
here yesterday from Smithland and
left this morning for Frankfort. He
is. the secretary of state and had











Mt. Carmel, 7.5, falling.
Nashville, 10.2, falling.
Pittsburg, 4.5, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 6.8, falling.
St. Louis, 22.0, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 19.I, falling.
Paducah, 23.0, falling.
This evening the steamer iButtorff
gets to Nashville and leaves there
tomorrow, returning here. She gets
back to Paducah Sunday.
The steamer Kentucky got out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
leaves tomorrow afternoon at five
o'clock on her return that way.
This morning there gets ,away at
eight o'clock for Cairo the steamer
rDicFowler. She comes hack to
night about ten o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and immediateIy de
parts on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins yest.erclitY
went to Evansville and come,I,
hcre tomorrow.
The Peters Lee passed up yester-
day en route from Memphis to Cin-
cinnati. This is her first trip up for
a month or two, she having laid at
Memphis during that time.
The Georgia Lie will go down to-
morrow bound for Memphis from
Cincinnati.
The new Lee liner, City of Wheel-
ing, has been let off the local marin,
ways where she has been the past
month undergoing re-construction
She leaves about next Monday for
Memphis to run out of that city for
the owners.
McKINNEY FINED.
Justice Bleich Adjudged That Hc
Had Obstructed the Public Road.
Justice John J. Bleich yesterday
decided the case against James Mc-
Kinney. and tined him $25 for build-
ing a fence across a public thor-
ot out in the rural districts. It
seems McKinney and all parties
agreed to give certain grounds for
public roads, and then afterwards
McKinney refused to take down the
fence which ran' right across where
the road would pass. The justice
made the fine high enough for the
accused to appeal the proceeding if
he felt so disposed.
BICYCLES.
"Tribune," "Rambler." "Monarch."
"Imperial," easy running and speedy.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE
Next to Kentucky Theatre.
DIED OF BURNS.
Coalia Golden, Cole:med. Fatally
Burned in Fiaherville.
Yesterday morning Coroner Frank
Eaker buried in the potter's field
the remains of Coalie Golden, col
ored, aged 45 years. who died of
burns received the day before in her
home in "Fisherville." She has been
paralyzed for years and could bare-
ly get about. Her husband came
home from work at noon and found'
her lying unconscious on the floor.
her body badly burned. On account
of her insensible condition it could
not be learned by the coroner how
her clothing happened to catch fire,
as she always had to stay by her-
self, there being no other in the
femily outside her husband.




 of St. Louis, Saturday and Sunday
April 28 and 29
General Admission a5 Cents.
STATJEF 35 tEN1, 70X- SEATS—a--
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & 14AGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY.





Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
and frictioned. They are supplied wi th an extra heavy tread to resist punc-
tures. We guarantee them to be perf eel in construction and material and.
will replace free of char= defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
for this brand. We also a large line of M. & W. and alh standard
tires and a compiete line of supplies. See our READING BBCYCLES
before you buy, they are those 5o mile an hour wheels and have niers rec-
ords than any other bicycle on the market.
If you wish a luxury in the bicycle line call and. see our
THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prices list Right Terms Easy. Old Bisycles Takeo la Bin






LOCAL NEWS IN BRULF
Mr. R. D. Bonnin of 418 Ohio
street is ill of appendicitis.
—The Ladies Mite society of tip
First Baptist church meets this al-
ternoon with Mrs. Charles W. Emery
of 1103 Monroe street.
—The Missionary society of th.•
First Presbyterian church will Meet
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock with
J. F. Fargtr.on 'of West Broadway
Miss Ida Slocumb and Mr. C
Cansey of Cairo were married yes
tcrday at the courthou,e by judge
Lightfoot. They came up to the
Odd Fellows cebebration.
—A rumor reached here yrk-terday
that the night before Arch %Seeks,
aged 28, was killed' at Caruthersville.
Mo., but nothing is known of it by
his relatives here.
—Mr. Charles F. Wilstach of the
waterworks office on South Fourth
street has a fine boy baby the ar-
rived yesterday morning at his
home. 214 North Thirteenth street









arriatization of Bertha DI Clay's
Famous Novel
Sweetest Story Ever Told
Wholesome, Clean, Refreshing
---- An Fisicallent Production
Prices: Matinee Children, 15c:
Adults, ac.
Night Prices: 25-35-50-75 and Sroo.
Seats on Sale Friday.
. 714
the mission being, conducted each
day and night at St. Frances (1...
Sales by Rev. Fathers Lambert and
Murphy of Chicago. The sermons
.o.e proving' some of the most in-
teresting ever heard here.
Mr. Ben Harrison of Union City,
Tenn., is visiting his sister, Mrs.


















You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not
TRADEWATER COAt
So you will know where to get the BEST COAL far NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Ineor pocased.
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